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Abstract
Design, Implementation and Evaluation of a Networking Context
Aware Policy Environment
Asanga Udugama
Future mobile networks are anticipated to have support to access heterogeneous access
technologies. An important question in such environments is the decisions on when to
use what access network. These decisions must take the users and mobile network
operators’ perspectives into consideration. The operators usually have a focus of
always-best-managed networks while the users have an always-best-connected focus. A
key enabler of such environments is the use of policies to perform these handover
decisions. These policies, which must be dynamic in nature, should be configurable
when the requirements change. Policy decisions are always made based on the current
context of mobile networks. Context information refers to static and dynamic
information about mobile networks. Networking Context Aware Policy Environment
(NetCAPE) is a policy based mobility management architecture for such mobile
networks. NetCAPE is based on the policy framework defined by the IETF and DMTF.
It consists of Policy Decision Points (PDPs), Policy Enforcement Points (PEPs) and
meters that work together to make decisions based on the regulatory, operator and user
policies. The PDPs make decisions using the policies defined in the policy repository
and the context information in context repositories. The context information is built by
the meters distributed in the mobile networks. Decisions are finally executed by the
PEPs that control different network elements of mobile networks. The work in this
thesis consists of defining this new architecture (NetCAPE), detailing the operations and
mechanisms its constituent components, implementing it and evaluating its performance
against a non-NetCAPE based environment.
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1. Introduction
It is generally anticipated that next generation mobile networks (3G+) and mobile
devices/User Equipments (UEs) support heterogeneous access technologies where it
will be common to have various access networks overlapping each other (see Figure 1).
An important question in the area of mobility management in such an environment is
how to decide whether and when to conduct a handover and to which network. In
general, a handover is required either when the currently used access network is no
longer available (e.g., leaving the coverage area of a WLAN) or when a new access
network becomes available in parallel, that is more suitable (e.g., cheaper, better QoS).
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Figure 1 - Overlap of various access networks

Vertical handovers have been a subject of research for several years. The focus of
existing work is mostly on handover mechanisms (how to realize a handover, e.g.
Mobile IP) and on events triggering a handover. A key technical problem is to conduct
the mobility management decisions in such a way that the needs of both the users and
the operators can be met automatically and efficiently. In order to take different
optimization rules into account, the idea of policy based context aware networking is an
appealing approach. The focus of this thesis is to build a complete policy based mobility
management environment considering the different aspects related to such an

environment. This environment is named as Networking Context Aware Policy
Environment (NetCAPE).

The NetCAPE based environment brings about a change in the way how mobility
management is handled in mobile user based networks. NetCAPE provides a number of
benefits to the users and the network operators.

•

Lossless handovers - Makes it possible to perform handovers between different
access networks with less or no packet drops. This would result in user
applications working without interruptions.

•

Better performance in applications - The user applications perform better when
the correct access network is used to transport the appropriate traffic.

•

More choices - A user is given more possibilities of making decisions such as
the access networks to use.

•

Better network resource utilization - The network operator is able to manage its
resources in a better way where best access network is identified to carry the
correct traffic. By doing this, the mobile network operator (MNO) is able to use
the existing network infrastructure in an optimal manner.

1.1.

Objectives

NetCAPE is a policy processing and enforcing environment for mobility management
that is operated on the network and the UE in 3GPP or IETF environments. It consists
of a collection of Policy Decision Points (PDP), Police Enforcement Points (PEP) and a
set of supporting components that work together to make optimal mobility decisions.

NetCAPE is based on the policy framework defined by the Distributed Management
Task Force (DMTF) and the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF). This framework
called the Common Information Model (CIM) by the DMTF and Policy Core
Information Model (PCIM) by the IETF is extended by NetCAPE to include
components that are specific to decision making in mobility management environments.
A Divide-and-Conquer approach is followed in identifying and developing the
functionality of the constituent components of NetCAPE. From the highest level of
abstraction, NetCAPE consists of a policy processing environment and a context

information processing environment that interact with the different networking
components present in the mobility management environment.

The main objectives of this research are to develop the NetCAPE concept considering
following issues:

1) Build the NetCAPE concept, detailing following components:
a) Policy Engine - Makes decisions in a generic manner irrespective of the specific
mobility environment present
b) Policy Executor - Executes the decisions made by the policy engine instructing
the mobility environment that is in control
c) Policy Repository - Holds user and operator policies which are used in decision
making
d) Meters - Retrieves information from the mobility management environment to
assist the decision making
e) Context Repository - Holds the information retrieved by the meters which are
used in policy decisions
f) Mobility Management Controls - Controls that exist to the components in the
mobility management environment
g) Interfaces - Information and control links that exist between the above
components
2) Implement the NetCAPE concept considering a subset of functionality described in
the concept work. The subset must include all layers of the NetCAPE concept, but
choosing a single alternative from the multiple alternatives described (e.g. Mobile IP
as the mobility management protocol).
3) The verification and testing activities must include the identification of different test
cases for unit testing and definition of test scenarios for integrated testing.
4) Results must be obtained with and without NetCAPE in a real test-bed environment.
These results must be analyzed and presented to show the performance differences
(i.e. areas of improvements and deficiencies).

1.2.

Document Structure

Chapter 2 gives an overview to some of the related work in the area of policies used for
network management discussing their drawbacks. It focuses specifically on 2 works
which are directly related to NetCAPE providing how NetCAPE differs from these
works.

Chapter 3 (NetCAPE Architecture) details the NetCAPE concept, describing what each
component of the NetCAPE concept is responsible for and the mechanisms of how the
tasks are realized. It includes work in the areas of overall architecture, policy storage,
policy decision making, decision execution, context information gathering, context
information storage and control interfaces to the mobility environment.

Chapter 4 details the implementation of the NetCAPE concept considering a subset of
functionality described in the concept work. The NetCAPE is implemented choosing
Mobile IPv6 (MIPv6) as the underlying mobility management protocol. This chapter
further explains how each component has been tested.

Chapter 5 details the experiments done to obtain results to evaluate the performance of
NetCAPE. NetCAPE performance is compared against an environment without
NetCAPE. A MlPv6 based test-bed is setup with all the developed components to
perform the experiments. This test-bed is configured to use WEAN and HSDPA
accesses.

Finally, chapter 6 is a concluding summary and an outlook for the future for
continuation and improvements on NetCAPE.

1.3.

Publications Resulting from the Work Reported in this
Thesis

1. A. Udugama, K. Kuladinithi, C. Gorg, F. Pittmann and L. Tionardi, "NetCAPE:
Enabling Seamless IMS Service Delivery across Heterogeneous Mobile
Networks," IEEE Communications Magazine, Volume 45 Issue 7, July, 2007.

2. Survey of Policy Based Network Management
Approaches
Policy based approaches that assist decision making in the area of computing has been
in discussion for quite a number of years. Starting with policy based decision making in
distributed systems, they have moved gradually to different spheres of networking,
including mobility management. This section surveys the different approaches discussed
and proposed by different authors specializing in this area. At the end of every
approach, a brief discussion highlights the deficiencies of these approaches and how
NetCAPE addresses them.

2.1.

Policy based Management in Network Administration

The policy based administration framework detailed in [03] and [04] is an adaptation of
the IETF policy framework [08][09] that was developed under the policy work group.
This work relates to the use of the IETF policy framework in provisioning and
configuring of networking devices to provide various services to the users. In the policy
framework, the IETF defines a set of components related to the policy framework. One
of the key components in this framework is the policy management tool. The policy
management tool is an entity that allows users to define policies that would be applied
in the policy based environment.
The architecture of this management tool is not identified by the IETF police framework
as a common architecture as it is not required to be present for management tools that
run in different systems. This work defines the architecture of such a tool that caters to
the provisioning and configuration of various devices within a network. It is said to be a
simplified architecture which is achieved by utilizing the concepts of centralization and
business level abstraction. The fundamental idea of this work is to automate application
of policies throughout a given system reducing the work required to configure
individual components.

The concept of centralization is achieved through the definition of the networking
device provisioning and configuration related to the whole system at one location, i.e.
through the management tool. An administrator inputs policy information using the
management tool which is stored in the policy repository. These policies are
subsequently retrieved by the PDFs to be interpreted and enforced through the PEPs.

The business level abstraction concept allows the users to define the different policies
required to manage the network in terms of a higher level human oriented language
rather than a lower level technology orientation. An example quoted is the use of
differentiated services (DiffServ) in IP based networks. If the administrator were to
configure a DiffServ environment for a given user, a thorough understanding would be
required in this field. The administrator would have to know about differentiating traffic
through the use of features such as Per Hop Behaviors (PHBs) and Expedited
Forwarding PHBs (EF-PHB). But at a higher level, the work of an administrator can be
simplified by defining that a certain user belongs to the “premium” category. This
category is mapped by the management tool to the relevant DiffServ values that is
finally applied by the PEPs. The concept of business level abstraction in this context is
always dependent on requirements of an organization and the technologies that are
selected to serve those requirements. Examples taken and elaborated are the support tor
performance SEAs and secure Virtual Private Networks (VPN). For performance SLAs,
an organization can use technologies such as capacity planning. Integrated Services,
Differentiated Services or Content Distribution. The generic architecture of the policy
management tool presented by this work is depicted in the Figure 2 from [03].

Figure 2 - Policy Management Tool

The policy management tools which consist of 4 components converts the high level
business policies into low level technology specific policies. The user interface allows
the user to define the business-level policies. Business-level policies by themselves are
not valid unless they consider the environment in which they need to be applied. The
resource discovery components provide this information. It determines the network
topology, the users and the applications that are operational in the network. The policy
transformation logic performs the tasks of whether the user given business-level policies
are correct, mutually consistent and able to be applied with the existing capabilities and
the topology of the network. Further, it also converts the business-level policies to low
level technology-level policies that can be distributed to the entities in the network. The
policy distributor simply distributes the technology-level policies to the relevant entities
in the network. In the case of a policy environment based on the IETF policy
architecture, the technology-level policies are stored in a repository. Otherwise, the
technology-policies are directly installed to the relevant devices.

In this work, the key component within the management tool is said to be the policy
transformation logic. The business-level policies before being converted to the device
level configurations, a validation needs to be performed. This validation process
requires a syntactical and a semantic check. The semantic checks consist of a bounds
check, a relation check, consistence check, dominance check and a feasibility check.

A further aspect discussed in this work is how policies need to be represented and how
these policies can be validated especially for conflicts and dominance. There are many
alternatives as discussed in this work on policy representation. One alternative is to use
a natural language. A natural language requires the use artificial intelligence to create
the ultimate technology-level policies or device configurations. Another alternative is
the representation in a special language or through the use of a formal policy
specification language. A simpler alternative explained is the representation policy as a
sequence of rules where condition-action pairs represent rules. These policies which are
simple if-then-else statements are easier to execute rather that the other forms of
representations. Another alternative discussed is the representation in a tabular format.
Each of the rows in a table consists of multiple attributes that indicate the conditions
that need to be satisfied and the action that would be taken. The IETF policy framework
utilizes this tabular mechanism of policy representation which is said to be appropriate
for TCP/IP based networks.

Conflicts between policies arise when the outcome of the evaluation of these policies
refer to an action on the same object and the policies in concern specifying different
actions. This work identifies a simplified conflict resolution mechanism that attempts to
place the different conditions associated with the different policies in multiple
dimensions (hyper-dimensions). The independent terms associated with a condition is
used as the axes of the dimensions while the dependent terms in the condition form the
different regions. The multiple dependent terms that fall within the region is said to be
in conflict and hence the policies are said to be in potential conflict. A possible solution
is the assignment of priorities to each policy. This would result in the condition falling
in a non-overlapping dimension.

Similar to NetCAPE, this work too utilizes the PCIM/CIM policy models to make
policy decisions. It has elaborated extensively on the policy definition aspects and
conflict resolution. But one of the main drawbacks of this work is the non-existence and
non-consideration of context information. It is more a static policy based environment
rather than a reactive policy based environment.

A further drawback is its focus on policies for non-mobility based environments. It is
meant for stationary infrastructure based networks where handovers between different
access networks are not considered.

2.2. Policy based Context Aware Service for Next
Generation Networks
Policy based Context Aware Service for Next Generation Networks [05] describes an
environment called Transparent Enterprise Access for Nomadic Users (TEANU) that
relates to mobility management in mobile networks. This environment consists of a
policy based mobility management component that uses context information to assist
the policies to make handover decisions. The main focus of this work has been the
utilization and modeling of context information for the field of policy based network
management (PBNM).

The authors define context as “any information, obtained either explicitly or implicitly,
that can be used characterize a certain aspect of an entity involved in a specific
application or network service”. It further clarifies the definition of an entity by saying
“...physical object such as a person, a place, a router, a 3G network gateway, a physical
link, or a virtual object such as IPsec tunnel, SNMP agenf’.

This work uses a pre-defined context classification mechanism that characterizes the
context. They are location, identity, environment time and activity. Utilizing this
definition, the authors suggest an object oriented design for representing context
information. For network related context information, a hierarchical structure is
presented as shown in Figure 3. This structure distinguishes between static and dynamic
types of network related context information.

Figure 3 - Network Centric Context Information Hierarchy

The policy based context model in this work uses the Policy Core Information Model
(IETF PCIM) and its extensions as the basis for representing context information. The
PCIM model is extended by the authors to enable the inclusion of context related
information as shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4 - Class Inheritance Hierarchy in the Context Information Model

In particular, the authors extend the abstract class Policy Variable of the PCIM extended
model to hold context related information. These extensions incorporate the
characteristics of context information identified previously, viz. identity, location,
activity and time. The first 3 are identified as extensions while the last is based on the
PolicyTimePeriodCondition class.

0

This work, though not explained in detail, mainly focuses on aspects related to context
information. It does not discuss about the overall mobility management environment.
The coupling of context information together with the policy information by extending
the PCIM to additionally hold context information is a drawback in this approach.
Context information may be used by many different policies and placing it under a
certain set of policies may result in one of the following situations.
•

Certain policies may not have access to certain context information

•

Duplication of context information so that the policies who require them have
access to them

NetCAPE utilizes a separate class hierarchy to hold context information as they are
different in nature from the information held in policies and are made accessible by any
policy at any time. Policies are considered as the consumers of context information in
NetCAPE.

2.3.

Autonomic System for Mobility Support in 4G Networks

Autonomic system for mobility support in 4G networks [02] describes an environment
for policy based mobility management in 4G based environments. This environment
which is called PROTON, consist of a network side and a mobile device (host) side
component as seen from Figure 5.

Figure 5 - PROTON System Architecture

The network side consists of policy related components that prepares policies to be used
to make policy decision on the mobile device.
Policy Editor - To define policies in a high level policy language
Policy Repository - A Light-weight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) based directory
of policies
Policy Translator - Converter of policies into a model based on Finite State
Transducers
Conflict Resolution Module - Builds a deterministic Finite State Machine modeling
the policies that would resolve conflicts between policies
Model Deployment Module - The module that delivers the conflict resolved policies to
the mobile device

The mobile device side in this work is the main focus of this work where all activities
from gathering context to policy enforcement occur. PROTON on the mobile device
consists of 3 layers.
Context Management Layer - Responsible for collecting dynamic and static context
information
Policy Management Layer - Responsible for policy evaluation actions to control the
mobile device behavior. This is the PDP of PROTON
Enforcement Layer - Responsible for executing the actions that are the outcome of the
policy evaluations. This is the PEP of PROTON

This work proposes the use of an asynchronous notification service to communicate
between these layers. To define policies a policy language called Ponder is used.

This work is the most closest to the work introduced in this thesis. But there are a
number of differences that exist between PROTON and NetCAPE. The main difference
is the orientation of focus of PROTON. PROTON is mobile device oriented. Its focus of
control is the mobile device. The context information is gathered in the mobile device,
the decisions are made in the mobile device and finally enforced in the mobile device.
One the other hand, NetCAPE gathers context information from a multiple sources that
are not only restricted to the mobile device. They may come from the network as well.
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The decision making process in PROTON is mobile device based. But in NetCAPE,
there maybe mobile device based or network based decision makers (PDPs). This may
also mean a coordinating POP approach where PDPs are distributed so that one resides
in the mobile device while the others are in the network.

Thirdly, NetCAPE architecture envisions the existence of network based PEPs unlike
PROTON. This means that the enforcement of decisions made by the PDPs can occur
anywhere in a policy based mobility environment; mobile device or network or both.

Fourthly, NetCAPE considers that context information producers may produce heaps of
information which should not always result in triggering policy re-evaluations.
Temporary fluctuations of context information may not represent the actual trend of the
movement of the context information and hence should not be considered as a change to
perform policy re-evaluations. NetCAPE utilizes hystereses and thresholds to avoid
such situations.

The differences listed above highlights the key features that are novel in NetCAPE that
distinguishes it from PROTON. The first of these is the holistic view held by NetCAPE
in managing mobility environments. Mobility environments should be highly flexible
and adaptable from a deployer’s point of view. If the deployment is done by a mobile
network operator, then the mobile network must be configurable to suit the operator’s
requirements. NetCAPE, through its architecture allows the context information
gathering, context information storage, policy decision making and policy enforcement
to reside in any part of the network, without restricting it to the user device.

Going another step further, NetCAPE architecture also considers the possibility of
cascaded mobility management components in the environment. This means, for
e.xample, in the case of decision making, PDPs in the network can result in making
decisions that provide alternative courses of actions. A PDP residing in a user device
can decide for itself what alternative to choose from the network based decisions. This
feature is not only restricted to decision making but also to components that gather
context information.
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Another new feature in the NetCAPE architecture is the use of thresholds and hystereses
with context information. Certain context information in mobility based environments
change very rapidly. But this change may not reflect the actual direction of change. An
example is the downlink signal quality seen by an active network interface of a user
device. When this information is run through a hysteresis, the fluctuations can be ironed
out and the actual direction of movement is reflected in the context information.

Another problem in mobility based environments is the behavior called the ping-pong
effect. Due to the nature of the mobility environment, certain information may show an
actual rapid change. Such the downlink signal quality seen by the user device of a fast
moving user. When decisions made in such an environment may also be quick and
hence result in constant decisions. This would result in ping-pong effects where for
example, handovers may go back and forth between multiple network interfaces of a
user device. Such behavior can be avoided using thresholds where determining upper
and lower bounds will avoid rapid back and forth movements.

14

3. NetCAPE Architecture
Networking Context Aware Policy Environment (NetCAPE) [01] is a policy based
mobility management environment for mobile user devices that are capable of
connecting to heterogeneous access networks. This chapter defines the complete
architecture of NetCAPE proposed in this work, detailing each of the constituent
elements. It begins by discussing about the overall architecture together with the
different environments that form the overall architecture. This is followed by detailing
the components of these environments including a section on the protocols that are used
to communicate between the components. The final section of this chapter briefly looks
at the deployment possibilities of NetCAPE.

At a very high level, the NetCAPE architecture consist of a policy based decision
making environment that is able to control the entities related to the mobility
environment through the use of policies and context information. These entities may be
the user device or other entities that reside in the network. This work identifies 3 main
environments in the overall NetCAPE architecture. These environments interact with
each other to make mobility management decisions based on the policy goals.

•

Policy Processing Environment (PPE)

•

Context Information Processing Environment (ClPE)

•

Networking Environment (NE)

The Figure 6 shows the environments and the information flow between these 3
environments.
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Figure 6 - NetCAPE Overall Architecture

The PPE is responsible for all actions related to maintaining the policy based mobility
management environment. These include the acceptance, storage, decision making and
decision enforcement related to policies. The Cl PE is responsible for collecting,
processing, storing and supplying context information that is extracted from the NE and
supplied to the PPE. The NE is the network element which is controlled by the PPE and
which is accessed by the Cl PE to obtain current status information.

The information flow between these environments is uni-directional. But, in a more
detailed view, the information will be bi-directional since there is an acknowledgement
mechanism for the information which is sent by one environment to another. The PPE
expects to receive context information which can be used when making policy
decisions. Once the decisions are made, it will control the NE with enforcement
instructions which are control instructions to the mobility related parts of the NE. The
status information that is retrieved from the NE by the Cl PE is unprocessed and raw.
This information is processed and forwarded to the PPE to be used in the policy
decision process.
The Figure 7 shows a detailed view of the overall architecture of NetCAPE in a very
simplified manner. Each of the 3 environments is composed of sub components that are
responsible for performing different tasks.

16

Context Information
Processing Environment
Static Context Definition
Tool

i

Metering Point

Network Element

Networking Environment
L
Figure 7 - NetCAPE Architecture

3.1.

Context Information Processing Environment

CIPE has a number of components within the environment that work together to make
context information available for the decision making process. The Metering Point is
tasked with obtaining and processing status information from the Network Element that
it is connected to. Each Network Element will have one Metering Point. The types of
status information that is obtained from the Network Element depends on the way the
whole mobility related environment is configured. An example is the information
related to all the currently established Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) connections
such as Window Size on the Network Element’s transport layer.

The information that is obtained and processed by the Metering Point is stored in the
Context Repository. The Context Repository stores this information in a hierarchy
separating it by the type of information. A key functionality of the Context Repository
17

is the triggering of the PPE when the Context Repository is updateiwith new context
information and this information requires a re-evaluation of the difrent policies. The
view presented in Figure 7 is a very simplified view of the Context epository and the
Metering Point. A single Context Repository may hold information c multiple Network
Elements as depicted in Figure 8.

Context Information Processing
Environment

Figure 8 - Context Repository Serving Multiple Metering Pnts

The context repository holds context information based on tht different network
elements. There is also the possibility of a cascaded positioning of 3ntext repositories.
That means that instead of a repository being connected to a Meterig Point, it could be
connected to another context repository. Another possibility is .mixed positioning
where a single context repository is served by Metering Poin as well as other
repositories.

The context repository holds 2 types of information based on thtvolatility nature of
information. Certain context information changes on a constantiasis while certain
information stays unchanged for longer durations. An examp for a constantly
changing (dynamic) context information value is the binding infcnation of a mobile
device which has realized mobility through the use of MlPv6 [01 An example tor a
18

relatively static information item is the guaranteed bandwidth specified on a
subscriber’s contract. In this work, it is considered that the information that is extracted
from the network elements is dynamic in nature, i.e. they change on a constant basis.
The third component within the simplified CIPE, which is the Context Definition Tool,
allows the definition of context information identified as being static.

3.2.

Policy Processing Environment

The PPE consist of the components that relates to making policy decisions. It is
responsible for accepting, storing, decision making and enforcement of the made
decisions. The Policy Management Tool is the component that accepts policies that are
used in the decision making process. The policies are then stored in a repository. The
policies are stored in the form of policy groups [08][09]. These get triggered for reevaluation when context information changes or a respective policy group itself
changes. The PDP retrieves these policy groups to combine with the context
information and to evaluate. The PEP will perform the execution of the policy decision
on the network element that it controls.

The above description is a very simplistic view of the PPE. But in a real environment,
where the activity of decision making is distributed, the PPE may look different. An
example would be where the PDP are distributed to different locations. The example in
Figure 9 shows mobility decisions being made in the network as well as in the terminal.

Figure 9 - Distributed PPE archtecture

In this example, the PDP in the network makes poicy decisio that result in the
production of number of choices. These choices are a^ain a set oossible courses of
actions that the network based PDP would want the teminal selecom. These choices
are evaluated by the terminal based Local PDP (LPDl) and decisis are made. A real
world example for such a situation is where a network operator inms the user device
that it has the choice to select between using its W.AN conne)n or the HSDPA
connection. In this case, the LPDP can decide to use wiatever the 'r prefers based on
the user’s requirements such as cost and security.

3.3.

Networking Environment

The Networking Environment refers to the componens or entitiei the network that
will be controlled by NetCAPE and which provide inf>rmation wh are subsequently
processed into context information. An example i. a user dee. The mobility
mechanisms of the user device are manipulated by fetCAPE to'fect the decisions
made by the PPE. At the same time, the protocol layersof the user /ice are queried by
CIPE to obtain information.
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The previous sections looked at NetCAPE fromly abstract level, but with
sufficient details to understand the overall architfhe following sections will
elaborate on the different components of this archiu

3.4.

Component Communications

Interfacing between the different components of E is done using a couple of
protocols as shown in Figure 10.

Figure 10 - Interfacing'

The interfacing protocols are used to send an<e information between these
components. The most common sequence of acti) send a request and receive a
response. An example is a request that a PDP vnd to the Context Repository
asking for a certain piece of context information/aluating policies. The second
requirement of interfacing is to setup triggers 1 result in information being
exchanged when events occur. An example foi trigger is where the Context
Repository triggers the PDP to re-evaluate a sdicies (policy group) due to a
change in the context information.
As depicted in Figure 10 there 3 types of protocl in NetCAPE to communicate
between the components. The Simple Network ment Protocol (SNMP) [10] is
used with its Manager/Agent model to send eive context information and
policies. The Common Open Policy Service (Cl] protocol is used to deliver
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decisions to PEPs for enforcing these policies or to other PDF', for further decision
making. The third of the protocols, termed as Direct here are tie interfaces between
different components that are realized using Inter-process Comnunication means such
as UNIX sockets [12].

3.5.

Metering Point

The Metering Point residing in the CIPE is responsible for collefing information to be
presented as context information. This information is colleced from the network
element with which the metering point is associated. The Figurt 11 shows a very high
level view of the metering point and its interfaces. It is a very conceptual view rather
than an actual implementation view.
The Metering Point consists of a set of interfaces to the protocol stack of a network
element and a component that processes the information collected from the protocol
stack. The NetCAPE architecture specifically caters to the environments that are
realized through the Internet Protocol (IP) suit [13]. The proocol stack in IP based
environments consist ot 4 layers. The Figure 11 shows these ayers. These interfaces
extract information depending on the layer that it monitors.
The Internet Protocol suit which is used widely in the world todiy has evolved since the
times of its initial use. New protocols and extensions to existiig protocols have been
standardized and used that caters to many different requirement. Mobility management
is one such requirement that was never thought of when the (riginal standards for IP
were formulated. The 4 layers that are depicted in this diagram s a very generic view of
the interfaces to the protocol stack. Certain layers may utilize a lumber of protocols. An
example is the use of the TCP protocol at the transport layer b; applications running at
the application layer of the protocol stack. Therefore, the intertice to any specific layer
must be able to extract information relevant for a configured eivironment to create the
necessary context information.
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Figure 11 - Metering Point Archit<

Further, there are protocols that don’t exactly lie on aular layer but operating
between the standard protocol stack layers. An example h a protocol is Mobile IP
which operates above the network layer but below msport layer, providing
transparent mobility to upper layers. The following is look at the different
components of the Metering Point in detail.

3.5.1.

Application Layer Interface

The application layer interface extracts information froocols that operate at this
layer of the protocol stack. The overall objective * interface is to obtain
information related to the needs of the different applicaaat operate. This layer is
mostly applicable to the user terminals than any netwced component. But there
can be instances when corresponding network conts may also have the
application layer. An example is a streaming server tha'es sending data to a user
terminal based application.

As indicated previously, the specific architecture of the re is always dependent on
the different protocols that are used by applications in i environment. However,
the following information must be extracted from the afon layer protocols by this
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interface related to each of the applications that are about to start or are currently active.
There are 2 types of information that is extracted from the application layer.

Expected Levels (EL) - These are the requirements for an application to begin or
requirements that are changed during the lifetime of the application. An example is the
bandwidth required for a video conferencing application to start that utilizes a certain
audio and video codec.
Current Levels (CL) - These are the actual values of the above information at any
given period. An example is the bandwidth currently utilized by a certain application.
This could also be the overall bandwidth of all the applications running at any given
time.
The following information is considered as the information that can be processed into
context information from the application layer.

•

Application information — Specific information related to the application. These are
EL type information since they are what the overall application requires for the
application to start.
1. Application Identifier (ID) — This item is a unique identifier for the application.
An implementation example is the Process ID in Linux based environments.
2

Throughput — The bandwidth required by the application at startup or changed
during the application lifetime.

3. Packet delay - The maximum end to end packet delay expected by the
application.
4. Jitter - The maximum inter-packet delay variation expected.

•

Session information - A single application may initiate multiple communication
sessions. These are CL type information that each of these sessions.
1. Session ID - Unique session identifier within the application.
2. Throughput - The current bandwidth experienced by the session. This is also the
goodput.
3. Packet delay - The current end to end delay of packets.
4. Jitter - The current jitter being experienced.
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There are a number of protocols used at the application layer. Examples are File
Transfer Protocol (FTP) [14] for file transfers and Real-time Transport Control
Protocol/Real-time Transport Protocol (RTCP/RTP) [15] for video/audio applications.
As indicated before, each environment may be configured differently. But, the
information specified above must be obtained through probing the currently operational
application layer protocols. Further, there may be applications that do not utilize any
specific application layer protocol, but simply initiate transport layer sessions. In this
case, the application itself must be probed to obtain this information.

3.5.2.

Transport Layer Interface

Transport layer consist of a set of protocols that are used by the Application layer to
establish communications. These protocols can be one of the following.
•

Universal Datagram Protocol (UDP) - Protocol used to initiate connection-less (fireand-forget type) communication sessions. RTP protocol uses UDP.

•

TCP - Connection oriented protocol where packet delivery is guaranteed. FTP
protocol uses TCP.

These protocols are architecturally different and therefore the information that is
extracted also differs. The following information is extracted from each of the UDP
connections active at any given time.

•

UDP Connection Information - Specific information related to each UDP
connection at the transport layer. Each UDP connection is identified by the 5
components associated with a connection (protocol, addresses and ports). But in this
case only 3 components are required as the other 2 are obvious.
1. Source Port - Port number of the local host.
2. Destination Address - IP address of the destination with which this UDP
connection has been established.
3. Destination Port - Port number of the destination.
4. Throughput - Measured throughput of this particular UDP connection based on
received packets/bytes per time frame (seconds).
5. Jitter - Inter-packet delay variation experienced by the UDP connection.
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TCP Connection Information - Information related to each TCP connection. As in
UDP, the TCP connection is identified by the : component associated with the
connection.
1. Source Port - Port number of the local host.
2. Destination Address - IP address of the cbstination with which this TCP
connection has been established.
3. Destination Port - Port number of the destinatiin.
4. Segment Round Trip Time (RTT) - Round trp time for a segment to reach the
receiver and an acknowledgement to be receivtd
5. Retransmission Count - Amount of segments retransmitted during a time frame
(seconds).
6. Congestion Windows Size (CWND) - 1 he anount of segments in bytes that are
applicable for the current time to be transmittel.
7. Retransmission Timeout (RTO) — Timeout coisidered tor retransmitting another
segment. This is based on previous segment RIT computations.
8. Duplicate Acknowledgments - Repeat acknovledgements sent for segments that
have still not been received.
9. Throughput - Measured throughput of this particular TCP connection using
segments/bytes received.

3.5.3.

Network Layer Interface

The network layer interface extracts information fron the operations of the IP protocol.
The network layer of a host sends packets that are :ent down from the transport layer
based on the routing information configured. Similary, the received packets are sent up
to the transport layer. The network layer is unaware of any connections that may exist
between the host and other host. The network layer povides the following information.

Network Interface Information - The informaion related to each of the active
network interfaces of a host.
1. Interface ID - The ID assigned to a network hterface.
2. IP Address - IP address assigned to the interface.
3. Network mask - The network part of the IP aldress.
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4. Gateway - The gateway IP address associated with network interface.
5. MTU - Maximum transfer unit associated with the network interface.
6. Traffic Received - Packets/bytes received during a time frame (seconds).
7. Traffic Forwarded - Packets/bytes forwarded during a time frame (seconds) in
the case of the network element being a router.

3.5.4.

Link Layer Interface

Link layer interface refers to the lowest layer that operates with the different networking
interfaces. There are many different types of access technologies in use today in
networking interfaces. NetCAPE is an environment that is envisioned to operate with
these heterogeneous access technologies. Examples of such network interface
technologies are WLAN (IEEE 802.1 la/b/g), HSDPA, UMTS, GPRS and Ethernet.

Different network interface technologies have differing characteristics and the best
indicator of the quality of the connection is dependent on the link quality level of the
access technology. The Table 1 shows the differing types of information provided by
some network interface technologies with respect to the link quality.

Table 1 - Link Quality Information Available for Different Bearer Technologies

Downlink Signal Strength

IEEE 802.11

GSM

WCDMA

Prototype

(WLAN)

(GPRS)

(UMTS)

LIE'

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

(SSI)
Downlink Signal-to-Noise
Ratio (SNR)
Downlink Bit Error Rate
(BER)
Downlink Erame Error Rate
(PER)

Table 1 indicates that quality of the link is determined differently for different access
technologies. The Link Information Normalization Environment (LINE) [16] is a
component that is able to provide a unified link quality value irrespective of the access
technology being used. It uses a uniform scale to which the respective link quality

Long Term Evolution of 3GPP
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variable of the access technology is mapped. This valuehe Normalized Link
Quality (NLQ). An example is the SNR value of Wli is normalized into
values of the uniform scale.

The link layer interface in NetCAPE will utilize Llain normalized link
information. This interface will act as a wrapper for Lning the NLQ value
provided by LINE to pass it on to the context informat.ing part. The Figure
12 shows the positioning of the different components dejve.
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Figure 12 - Link Layer Interface integratiE

As depicted in Figure 12, LINE periodically or on an t, obtains the different
link quality related information from the network inteiected to the Network
Element. This information is then normalized based on .cale and passed on to
the Link Layer Interface of NetCAPE to send it to theformation processing
component. The value send by LINE is the NLQ vtch of the configured
network interfaces. This NLQ value represents the link the network interface
in respect to the down link.

3.5.5.

Mobility Layer Interface

The above described interfaces to the protocol stcC standard interfaces
identified in the Metering Point entity. But there exist oces which are not part
of the standard interface set. These interfaces relataobility management.
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Mobility management can be realized with many different mobility protocols. These
protocols reside at different levels of the protocol stack. Following is a list of some of
the protocols that NetCAPE can work with.

•

Mobile IPv6 (MlPv6) [07]

•

Proxy Mobile IPv6 (PMlPv6) [18]

•

Host Identity Protocol (HIP) [19]

•

Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) [20]

Each of these protocols requires an interface to obtain information and to control it
through the PEP. The latter case is detailed when explaining the PPE. In any given
configuration, only one of the mobility protocols will be setup. So NetCAPE would
have one additional interface in addition to the standard interfaces described previously,
to get information from the mobility layer. The following sections will describe the
interfaces to 2 of the main protocols, viz. MIP and PM IP. The information that is
retrieved varies based on the type of the mobility protocol and hence may have very
differing types of information.

3.5.5.I.

Mobile IPv6

Mobile IPv6 is a network layer based mobility protocol defined by the IETF to handle
seamless mobility and continuity of sessions for mobile hosts [02]. It provides
transparent mobility to layers above the network layer (viz. transport layer and
application layer). In its very basic form, it has an entity called the Home Agent (HA)
residing in a mobile host’s home network forwarding traffic to the location where the
mobile host is currently connected.
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HA - Home Agent
MN - Mobile Node
FN - Foreign Network
HN - Home Network
CN - Correspondent Node
HR - Home Router
FR - Foreign Router
Data Packets
Tunneled Data Packets

Direction of movement of Mobile Node

Figure 13 - Mobile IP Operations

Figure 13 shows the entities and the operations of Mobile IPv6. A brief procedural
description of how Mobile IPv6 works is as follows.

1. Mobile Node (MN) is connected to its Home Network (HN)
2. Packets originating/destined from/to MN are forwarded by the Home Router (HR)
using standard IP routing
3. MN moves, connects to Foreign Router (FR) and acquires a new IP address which is
called the Care-of-Address (CoA)
4. MN registers the CoA with the HA (called binding)
5. Tunnel established between MN (CoA) and HA
6. HA captures packets destined to MN at HN and tunnels it to MN (CoA)
7. MN tunnels packets destined to correspondent node (CN) to HA which are detunneled and forwarded by HA

With the introduction of a mobility management protocol, the Metering Point will have
an additional interface to the protocol stack of the network element. Figure 14 shows the
architecture of the Metering Point when Mobile IPv6 is used. Mobile IPv6 is considered
to be an extension to the operations of the network layer of a protocol stack and hence
lies schematically just above the network layer.
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Figure 14 - Metering Point Architecture when Mobility Management realized through MIPv6

The Mobility Protocol Layer Interface with Mobile IPv6 will be queried to obtain the
following information.

•

MIPv6 information from MN
1. Home Address (HoA) - The home address of the mobile node
2. Current CoA - The CoA acquired when connected to the current network
3. HA Address - Address of the HA serving this mobile node
4. Binding Lifetime - Lifetime of the current binding which needs to be refreshed
before expiry
5. Moving Network Prefix - Prefix assigned to the network behind the mobile
node if the mobile node acts as a mobile router (MR)

•

MIPv6 information from HA
1. HA Address - Address of the HA.
2. Binding Cache Information - Binding information of each of the bound MNs
■

Home Address - HoA of the MN

■

CoA - Current CoA

■

Binding Lifetime - Duration of the binding before which another
update must be done
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■

Moving Network Prefix - Prefix assigned to the network behind the
MN if the mobile node acts as a MR

Both HA and MN is able to use IP Security (IPSec) [28] for securing messaging and
data communications. If policies require this information, then they too must be
considered as context information.

The Figure 15 shows the components and connection between these components
including the types of information that will flow through these connections.

Figure 15 - NetCAPE with MIPv6

With MIPv6, NetCAPE will be metering at the HA and the MN. All the context
information created by the Metering Points will be stored in a local repository as well as
a network based repository.

3.5.5.2. Proxy Mobile IPv6
The PMlPv6 [18] is a network based mobility management protocol being discussed in
at the Network-based Localized Mobility Management (NetLMM) [17] working group
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of the IETF. PM IPv6 is a protocol that uses the same concepts used in MIPv6, but
modified to operate in the network rather than on the mobile node.

Q|sj

LMA - Local Mobility Anchor
MAG - Mobile Access Gateway
MH - Mobile Host
FN - Foreign Network
HN - Home Network
CN - Correspondent Node
HR - Home Router
FR - Foreign Router
Data Packets
• Tunneled Data Packets

LMA
MA'

Direction of movement of Mobile Host

Figure 16 - Proxy Mobile IP Operations

Following is a very brief overview of the operations of PMlPv6 as shown in Figure 16.

1. Mobile Node termed as Mobile Host (MH) in Proxy MIP is connected to its HN
2. Packets originating/destined from/to MH are forwarded by the HR (standard
routing)
3. MH moves, connects to Foreign Network (FN) and authenticates itself with the
Mobile Access Gateway (MAG)
4. MAG registers with the Local Mobility Anchor (LMA) of the MH (called binding)
5. Tunnel established between LMA and MAG
6. MAG advertises the MHs home prefix in the FN
7. MH acquires a address
8. LMA captures packets destined to MH at HN and tunnels it to MAG
9. MAG tunnels packets destined to CN from MH to LMA which are de-tunneled and
forwarded by LMA

Similar to MIP, PMIP also extends the operations of network layer of the protocol stack
and therefore operates above the network layer. The NetCAPE interface therefore, will
be as depicted in Figure 14. Following are the information that NetCAPE will retrieve
from a PMIP enabled environment.

•

PMIP related information from MH
1. Network Access Identifier (NAI) of MH - The NAI used by MH to authenticate
itself.
2. Home Prefix - Prefix assigned to the MH in its home network.

•

PMIP related information from MAG
1. MAG Address - Egress address of the MAG which it would use in the MH
registration process with any LMA.
2. MH Count - Count of currently connected mobile hosts.
3. Serving MHs - Information about all the currently serving mobile hosts

•

■

NAI of MH - The NAI used by MH to authenticate itself

■

Flome Prefix - Prefix assigned to the MH in its home network.

PMIP related information of LMA
1. LMA Address - Address of LMA.
2. MH Count - Count of currently connected mobile hosts.
3. Serving MHs - Information about all the currently serving mobile hosts
■

NAI of MH - The NAI used by MH to authenticate itself

■

Home Prefix - Prefix assigned to the MH in its home network.
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Figure 17 - NetCAPE with PIVlIPv6

The Figure 17 shows the different components and their interactions when NetCAPE is
used with PMIPv6.

3.5.6.

Context Information Builder

The Context Information Builder is tasked with creating context information from the
information that is extracted through the protocol stack interfaces to pass them on to the
Context Repository. There are 3 activities performed by this component.

•

Extract information - Obtain information from the protocol stack interfaces

•

Process the information - Process this information to create context information
which also utilizes a number of algorithms to iron out fluctuations
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•

Transmit to Context Repository - Send them to the repository to store as well as
to trigger decision making

The information that is received from the different interfaces to the protocol stack can
be retrieved through a polling mechanism or an event/trigger based mechanism. The
information that is received is considered as “raw” information as they may not be sent
to the Context Repository in the manner that was received. Once this information is
processed, it becomes context information. An example for such information is the NLQ
value received from the link layer interface to the protocol stack. The NLQ values of
network interfaces may change rapidly due to the nature of wireless technologies as
signal quality, which is used to create the NLQ may have rapid fluctuations. These
fluctuations may occur even without any movement of the user device. If this
information was to be sent to the Context Repository every time a value is received, this
would overload the network with NLQ values thereby reducing the actual bandwidth
available for user data communications.

Since the PDF will utilize this information to make decisions, such kind of rapidly
fluctuating information can result in “ping-pong” decisions. These are decisions that are
made one after the other in a rapid manner. An example is the selection of one network
attachment first and then selecting another immediately. This is called the “Ping-Pong”
effect. To get rid of this behavior, the Context Information Builder sends such
information through a hysteresis process to iron out fluctuations and sends them to the
Context Repository only if a change had occurred, compared to the previous transmitted
value. These values are considered as context information rather than the unprocessed
values.

But all “raw” information may not be required to be sent through the hysteresis as they
do not experience such fluctuations. An example is the Home Address of the user
device when Mobile IP is used to realize mobility management. This information is
defined only once and will always be the same. In this case, the “raw” information may
be immediately passed to the Context Repository as context information at the initial
boot-up.
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A number of algorithms are identified that can be used to iron out the fluctuations over
time. The appropriate algorithm for a given fluctuating “raw” information item can be
selected by identifying how well it represents the trend of the movement of the
information. Following are these algorithms.

3.5.6.1. Algorithm 1 - Current Time-based Hysteresis
This algorithm is based on assigning weights to a set of read status information (SI)
values. These status information values are the information received through the
protocol stack interfaces. These values are held in an array as shown in Table 2.

Table 2 - Current Time based Status Information and Weight
t2

t3

t4

In

Sll

Sl2

SI3

SI4

SiN

Wi

W2

W3

W4

Wn

tl

SI I refers to the status information received at the time t|. W| is the weight calculated
for SI I status information value. Therefore, SI, is the status information value received
at t, and W, is the weight computed for the corresponding i‘^ element. The array is
maintained for N numiber of elements. When a new reading exceeds N, the first element
is pushed out and the rest of the elements are pushed down. The new value is placed in
the slot of the last element. Depending on the requirement, N can be adjusted. The W, is
computed in the following manner.

W, = [ 1 /Time„f,. ]/[X] 1 /Timej,,,. ]
7=1

The time difference of i^*’ element is computed as follows.

f=[l,A^]
The current time and the inversion of the time difference are used in this algorithm to
provide a higher weight to the most recent readings. The current time is always assumed
to be greater than the In. Finally, the hysteretic status information value is computed in
the following manner.
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S/Average

= ZWj(SI.)
7=1

The emphasis in this algorithm is to give more weight to the most recently received
status information values as they represent the most recent situation.

3.5.6.2. Algorithm 2 - Last Time-based Hysteresis
This algorithm operates in the same way as the Current Time-based algorithm
(described previously) with an exception. It uses the time of the latest element as the
basis for the calculation of weights. The array that holds the times, values and weights
are as in Table 3.

Table 3 - Last Time based Status Information and Weight
tl

t2

t3

t4

tN

Sli

Sh

Sl3

SI4

SiN

W|

Wt

W3

Wn-I

SIi refers to the first element in the array, read at ti. Since the weights are computed
based on the time of the last reading, there will never be a Wn weight. The W, is
computed in the following manner.

W, =[1/Time,i,.]/[X 1/Time,
,/■

The time difference of i'*^ element is computed as follows.

= Time -Time .

^/=[l,A^-l]

As in the previous algorithm, the inverted time difference is obtained to assign higher
weights to the most recent readings. The hysteretic status information value is computed
in the following manner.

7=1
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Here too the emphasis is on considering the last read SI where that value is given a
higher weight.

One special consideration to be made in the above algorithms is the value to be used for
N, i.e. how many elements to be held in the array. If the SUverage needs to reflect the
current SI reading, then the N must be a small value compared to a requirement to iron
out any SI value fluctuations. In the latter case, having a higher N value will simply
show the direction of movement of the SI value. When NetCAPE is used in user devices
where a high level of mobility is required and therefore decisions must reflect the
current situation, the value of N must be small.

3.5.6.3. Algorithm 3 - Weighted Average-based Hysteresis
This algorithm is based on weighting the past readings and the current reading of the
status information. It crates a weighted average by utilizing the last computed value and
the current value. Each of these values is given a weight depending on how responsive
the hysteretic value should be. The formula is as follows.

S/ Average n =SI
‘^ current
The value Slcurrem refers to the new SI value received from the protocol stack. SIAverage n
is the hysteretic SI that will be computed. SlAveragen-i is the last computed hysteretic SI
value. The value w is the weight assigned. The current SI value {Slcurrem) is weighted
with a higher weight if the hysteretic SI value {SlAverage

n)

needs to reflect a more

responsive outcome.

3.5.6.4. Algorithm 4 - Moving Simple Average-based
Hysteresis
This algorithm is based on obtaining the simple average of a number of previous
readings. For the computation, it uses the last reading value plus a number of older
values. The formula for this hystersis is as follows.
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SI average = [SI current

+i;s/j]/A^
7=1

The

SIcurrent

is the last reading of the context value. The summing part of the equation

sums up a number of older context information values. The value of N is configurable
and this determines how responsive the hysteretic value is for fluctuations of the context
information.

3.5.6.5. Context Builder Operations
The Context Builder has a very simple logic to generate and send the context
information. The Figure 18 shows a very high-level flow chart of the operations of the
Context Builder.

Figure 18 - Metering Point Logic

These actions will be done for each status information value received from the protocol
stack interfaces. The first task is to determine whether the status information value sent
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is transmitted as it is to the Context Repository or whether it needs to be sent through
the hysteresis processes. Either way, the value is then identified as the context
information. The context information is subsequently compared with the value sent to
the Context Repository previously to see whether there has been any change. The
context information values are sent to the Context Repository only if there is a change.
But, after a boot-up (i.e. for the first time) all information will be sent at least once.

3.6.

Context Repository

A Context Repository holds the context information sent by the Metering Points that are
associated with a given repository. There are a number of tasks that are performed by a
Context Repository.

•

Receipt of context information - Handle the context information being sent from
different sources.

•

Identification and storage of context information - The context information must
be stored in the right location based on the identification.

•

Generation of policy evaluation - Context information identifies what policy
group needs to be re-evaluated due to a change in the context information.

•

Sending of context information - Context information must be forwarded further
to other Context Repositories or to PDFs.

One task of the Context Repository is to handle the context information arriving from
the generators of such information. There are 2 sources from which the context
information originates.

•

Definition tool - A tool that defines the different static context information.

•

Metering Points - Dynamic context information retrieved from the Network
Elements.

Considering the nature of context information, there are 2 types of context information.
They are static and dynamic. An example of a static context information is the type of
contract to which a user has subscribed, which may be identified by the operator as “60minutes-free-package”. An example for dynamic context information is a “hystertic41

NLQ” value received from a specific user device. The classifications, dynamic and
static, if analyzed further, are in fact relative terms. Considering the contract type
example above, a user may decide to upgrade the contract to “120-minute-free-pack:age”
after using the current contract for 3 months. In this case, the contract type may also be
dynamic. Due to this characteristic of context information, the classification of such
information is left to the discretion of the configurer of the NetCAPE environment.

The context definition tool is the means used to create static context information and the
static parts of the dynamic context information. An example for the latter is the policy
group that gets triggered when a change occur in the dynamic context information
value. This tool may be a standard editor that is used to enter a simple text file based
configuration definition or a graphical tool specifically developed to enter context
information.

The second source is the information sent by the Metering Points. This information
which is dynamic will be sent using the SNMP protocol. Dynamic as well as the static
information received by the repositor>' is stored in a structure similar to a Management
Information Base (MIB) defined for a SNMP based environment. It is similar to a
binary tree but with branches having the possibility to split into more than 2 sub
branches. Context information is stored in this structure in a hierarchical manner. The
hierarchy consist of nodes are leaf nodes. The top most node is the root node. Figure 19
depicts this hierarchy.

Root Node

Node

Node

Leaf Node

Leaf Node

Node

Node

Node

Leaf Node

Leaf Node

Leaf Node

Leaf Node

Leaf Node

Node

Leaf Node

Leaf Node

Figure 19 - Storage Structure of the Context Repository

The root node will be the organization that is responsible for enabling NetCAPE and in
a 3GPP based environment, this will be the identifier of the network operator. The
nodes are context information that is further refined by context information present in
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the leaf nodes. Leaf nodes are the ending nodes of a branch. The root node is also a
node that will always have sub-branches. Every node (root node, node or leaf node) is
represented by an object. The Unified Modeling Language (UML) [30] class diagram of
these classes is shown in Figure 20.

Figure 20 - Class Diagram of the Context Repository

The class architecture used here is an extension of the Common Information Model
(CIM) defined by the Distributed Management Task Force (DMTF) [21]. As in the case
of all other CIM classes, the classes of the context repository too contain only attributes.
No methods are defined as all these classes are considered as storage classes and the
functionality are external. The base class is the ManagedElement which is the root for
all the classes defined in CIM. The base class for context information is the
ContextInformation class which is an abstract class that defines the name of a context
information. The name is a string item which identifies the context information. The
convention proposed here is to use capitalized wordings without spaces in between to
name context information. An example is MobilityManagementInfrastructure. This is in
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the case of words. But there is also the possibility of having other types of names.
Examples are International Mobile Equipment Identity (IMEI) number of a mobile
phone and the IP address of a network element. An actual example for the former is
12345678 and the latter is 3ffe:400:7a0:ba0b::4. As seen, they may have pure numeric,
pure alphabetic or a mixture of both together with special characters such as colons (:)
used in IPv6 addresses.

The

Contextinformation

ContextInformationGroup

class
and

is

extended

Contextinformationitem,

by

ContextlnformationRepository

classes.

The

Contextlnformationltem is the class that contains the items of representing a context
information value. The ContextData attribute is used to store the value of the context
information. Since there may be different types of data (alphabetic, numeric or a mix),
the user of the class is required to identify the data type of the attribute ContextData.
UpdatedTime attribute contains the time that the context information value was last
updated. In the storage structure (Figure 19), the Contextlnformationltem is considered
as a leaf node.

Context InformationGroup implements a node in the storage structure. This class
therefore, holds the references to actual context information or other groups of context
information.

The

ContextItemList

is

the

attribute

that

holds

references

to

Contextlnformaltem objects and ContextInformationGroups (i.e. nodes) objects. An
example

is

the

context

information

related

to

a

HA.

The

HA

is

the

Context InformationGroup object and this will hold references to status of IPSec
activation and currently active bindings. The former is a Contextlnformationltem
associated with the HA while the latter is a ContextInformationGroup associated with
the HA. Further, the former contains a true or false value and the latter is a list of
currently active bindings, which contain Contextlnformationltem objects as well as
ContextInformationGroup objects.

The information that is stored in a ContextInformationGroup object has 3 purposes. The
first was explained previously and that is to store the references of context information
that belong to the context group. The second purpose is to inform PDPs to re-evaluate
policies when context information changes. A change of context information, implies
the change of the environment in which NetCAPE is executed. This requires the policies
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that utilize the context information to be evaluated again. The PolicyGroup attribute is
an array that holds the identifiers of the policies that need to be re-evaluated every time
any context information item belonging to a given ContextInformationGroup changes.
The triggering of policy re-evaluation in the PDF is done using the SNMP protocol.

The third purpose is the task of propagating context information to other repositories.
Repositories can be distributed all throughout the environment in which NetCAPE
operates. Some of these repositories may not be directly connected to Metering Points
and instead be connected to (or is supplied by) other context repositories. The attribute
ForwardedRepositories hold the information of all the context repositories that need to
be updated with change in a given ContextInformationGroup. An example is an
environment with 2 context repositories, one residing in the network and another
residing in the user device. The network based context repository will receive
information from both network based Metering Points as well as well as the context
repository' present in the user device.

The ContextInformationRepository class identities the root node of a context repository.
The root node of a repository will always point to nodes and will not contain any leaf
nodes, i.e. a ContextInformationRepository object will be associated with multiple
ContextInformationGroup objects. The attribute Repository!D holds the name assigned
to the repository. Each repository must have a unique ID to distinguish it from other
repositories. The ContextlnformationGroupList attribute contains the objects of the top
level ContextInformationGroup items held by the repository.

A further refinement of the Contextlnformationltem class is the identification of
StaticContextInformationItem

and

DynamicContextInformationItem

classes.

As

explained in the beginning of this section, the static and dynamic classification may be
vague in terms of the time period considered when updating these context information
values. These 2 classes leave it up to the definer of context information items to
identify, if required, static or dynamic classification. If user decides not to do so, still
the Contextlnformationltem is sufficient to represent the rest of the information
associated with a context information item.
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Figure 21 - Example Context Items in a Repository

The Figure 21 shows an example hierarchy of how context information may be stored in
a repository. This example points to a repository in a network operator’s core network.
Each node or leaf node of this repository only shows the type of information that can be
stored and not the actual information item. This is done in the intension of showing
what can be represented. In a real environment, the ‘'Customer A” node may contain
some form of ID that represents the customer. Similarly, the “Context Repository ID”
may be a unique ID that can be distinguished from other repository IDs.

3.7.

Context Definition Tool

The context information that will be used in a NetCAPE enabled environment is
identified and defined using the Context Definition Tool. The tool will perform the
following activities.

•

Creation of a Context Repository

•

Definition of context information items

•

Definition of static context information values

The context repository is the repository where all the context Information is stored.
There may be multiple context repositories located in a distributed manner in a
NetCAPE enabled environment. Each of the repositories has to be created and
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identified. There are number of informational items associated with a context
repository.

•

Name - This is a unique name given to a context repository. This is the
component which is used to identify the repository within a single location as
there can be multiple repositories in this location.

•

Location - This is the URL associated with the repository that gives the exact
address of the repository.

•

List of context items - These are the first level context items that are associated
with the repository. They are node type entries.

The above mentioned item definitions simply refer to the creation of the
ContextInformationRepository object associated with a repository.

The second activity is the creation of individual context items that may hold either static
or dynamic context information values. This is simply the creation of the place holders
to

insert

the

context

values

later.

It

is

the

creation

of

either

a

StaticCont extInformat ion Item or DynamicContext Informat ionitem objects.

The

third

activity

is

the creation

of actual

static

context

values

in

the

StaticContextInformationItem objects.

3.8.

Policy Management Tool

The initial task of a policy based management system is the identification and definition
of the policies that would be used in managing the policy based environment under its
control. This activity is done through the Policy Management Tool. The Figure 22
shows a schematic diagram of the different components of a Policy Management Tool.
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Figure 22 - Policy Management Tool Architecture

The tool allows the definition of different types of policies. These policy types also
identify a priority when executed.

•

Regulatory Policies

•

Network Policies

•

User Policies

Policies that are identified by the regulatory authorities and which are mandatory must
have the highest priority in a policy based system. Regulatory policies are the law. An
example of such a policy is the recently passed European Commission directive that
says how operators should charge customers when using roaming facilities within the
Union.

Network policies are the policies determined by the network operators. These policies
have a second level priority. Network operators have a better view of the overall picture
of how the network resources are being utilized. Hence, operators are able to make
policies that can provide sound resource management and a better user experience. An
example for such policy is where the operator would route a certain set of users’
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Internet destined traffic through a different access network due to congestion in the
current access network.

The user policies are the preferences of the individual users. Decision making based on
this type of policies are confined to local PDFs. An example of a user policy is where
the user says that WLAN is preferred over a LTE network attachment due to monetary
reasons.

Policies cannot be determined in isolation without any knowledge about the
environment in which these policies are enforced. This information can be retrieved
from 2 sources.

•

Subscription information

•

Topological information

The subscription information refers to the different contract types offered by the
operators and the different parameters specified in them. An example is the premium
subscription offered by the operator that includes a Service Level Agreement (SLA) of
guaranteeing a downlink bandwidth of 2 Mbps and an uplink of 512 Kbps when
connected to the network. Information such as these is required to form policies so that,
in this particular example’s case, the policies would make way for traffic through such
means as limiting bandwidth of other, non-premium users.

Topological information refers to the different information related to an operator’s
network such as the components that constitute the operator’s infrastructure and how
they have been configured. An example is the locations of the different Home Agents to
obtain binding information for the policy decisions when the operator’s mobility
management is realized through Mobile IPv6.

3.9.

Policy Repository

The Policy Repository stores the information related to policies that were generated by
the Policy Management Tool. The repository holds the following types of information.
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Conditions - condition that should evaluate to true or false
Actions — an action that is taken when conditions satisfy
Rules - a grouping of conditions and actions that form a meaningful decision-actions
sequence
Policies - a grouping of rules that forms a policy

The repository stores the policies in a hierarchy of objects. Similar to the Context
Repository, this hierarchy too consists of a root node, branches and leaves. But unlike
the Context Repository, the depth of the Policy Repository is limited to 3 levels as seen
by the Figure 23, which shows a graphical view of this hierarchy.

Policy
Repository

Conditions

Actions

Policies

Rules

Conditions

Actions

Figure 23 - Policy Repository Hierarchy

The Conditions and Actions are re-usable components as specified by the CIM/IETF
model [08][22]. The Rules are formed by associating the appropriate Rules and Actions.

The objects that hold policy information is based on the Policy Model of CIM.
NetCAPE extends a selected set of classes from the CIM model to incorporate the
appropriate attributes relevant to handling mobility. The Figure 24 shows the UML [30]
class diagram of the Policy Repository.
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CIM _ManagedElement (from Core)

T

NetCAPE_PolicyRepository
+ID : string(idl)
+location : string(idl)
+desc : string(idl)
policyltems : NetCAPE_PolicyGroup
+conditionllems : NetCAPE_PolicyCondition
+actionltems : NetCAPE PollcyAction

CIM_Policy

NetCAPE_PolicyAction

CIM_PolicyA ction

+ID : strlng{idl)
+instruction ; string(idl)

•policyActionName : string(ldl)

NetCAPE_PolicyCondition

CIM_PolicyCondition

+ID : string(idl)
+leftVariable : string{idl)
+operator; string(idl)
+rightVariable : string{idl)

■policyConditionName ; string(idl)

1

NetCAPE_PolicyRule

CIM_PolicyRule
+policyRuleName : string(idl)
sj
-pnority : long(idl)

+ID : strjng(idl)
+conditionltems ; NetCAPE_PolicyCondition
+actionltems : NetCAPE PolicyAction

CIM_PolicySet

<hNetCAPE_PolicyGroup
CIM_PolicyGroup

+ID : string(idl)
+scope : string(ldl)
ruleltems . NetCAPE PolicyRule

■policyGroupName : string(idl) <[]■

Figure 24 - Class Diagram of the Policy Related Classes

Every class of the extended classes contain a unique identifier as an attribute. This
identifier

is

used

in

searching

different

objects

when

instantiated.

The

NetCAPE_PolicyRepository class defines the attributes to identify a repository. There
should only be a single instance of a NetCAPE_Pol icy Repository object per repository.
In addition to the basic attributes defined for a repository, a NetCAPE_PolicyRepository
object also has 3 lists that hold information related to policies and the conditions and
actions used in these policies. Since conditions and actions are re-usable components,
they are held in the repository for subsequent referencing by the rules.

The NetCAPE_PolicyAction class holds information related to a single action that can
be executed in a rule. The attribute instruction is a string that holds a command
understood by the appropriate PEP. The NetCAPE_PolicyCondition holds the
components of a condition that can be evaluated in an if-statement. The attribute
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leftVariable defines the variable or constant used to the left of the operator. If this is a
variable, the variable points to a context variable in the Context Repository. The
attribute operator defines the operator used in the condition. The attribute rightVariable
defines the variable or constant to the right of the operator.

The NetCAPE_PolicyRule class consists of 2 lists that hold references to the conditions
and the actions that are executed when the conditions are satisfied.

The

NetCAPE_PolicyGroup is a single policy that is realized by the rules that are associated
with the policy.

3.10. Policy Decision Point
The Policy Decision Point makes decisions when triggered by a change in the context
information. The Figure 25 shows the components of a PDP.

Figure 25 - Components of the PDP

The Policy Evaluation Event Handler handles the triggers that get generated for policy
re-evaluation. There are 2 sources of triggers. The first source is the Context Repository
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where it triggers the PDP to make decisions when context information changes. The
second source is other PDPs that trigger a PDP to make decisions due the outcome of
the decisions made by these PDPs.

The Event Handler informs the Decision Maker to make decisions based on the policy
that require re-evaluation. The Decision Maker performs a number of tasks when re
evaluating a policy. The Figure 26 shows the flow chart of the Decision Maker.

Figure 26 - Policy re-evaluation process
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As depicted in the flow chart, the procedure of the Decision Maker is to simply retrieve
policies, retrieve the required context information referenced by the policies, evaluate
the conditions specified in the policies and finally inform these decisions to the PEPs.

NetCAPE uses the if-then-else mechanism in evaluating policies as specified by [08].
The evaluation process of each of the conditions and the rules, to which these conditions
belong, is based on the Conjunctive Normal Form (CNF) method. An ANDed set of
ORed statements is considered as CNF. The [08] specifies CNF and Disjunctive Normal
Form (DNF) as 2 alternatives that can be used in evaluating conditions. The relationship
between the rules is considered as having an ORed relationship while the conditions in
each of the rules have ANDed relationship between them.

Policy=Signal Quality based Handover

Rule=Handover to WLAN when
WLAN SNR acceptable, Priority=1

Conditions

Actions

Rule=Handover to LIE when WLAN SNR
unacceptable, Priority=2

Conditions

Actions

Figure 27 - Sample policy in the Policy Repository

Figure 27 shows an example policy related to handovers for a device that is capable of
having 2 network interfaces (WLAN and LTE). This policy is formed using 2 rules.
Each rule is given a priority. Since rules have an ORed relationship, the order of
evaluation is based on the priority. If any one of the rules evaluates to true, the actions
associated with that rule is executed. For conditions within a rule, there is no order. All
conditions have to evaluate to true to consider the actions as they have an ANDed
relationship.
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3.11. Policy Enforcement Point
The PEP is tasked with executing the decisions made by a PDP on a Network Element.
PEPs are tightly coupled with the Network Elements they control. This is due to the fact
that the PEP must be aware of the workings of the Network Element to control it based
on the decisions of the PDP. The Figure 28 shows the components that form a PEP.

Figure 28 - Components of a PEP

The Translator performs the actions of converting the decision into a set of commands
to be sent to the Network Element. The PDP decisions output generic information that is
not understood by Network Elements. The Translator takes this input and consults a
local database that contains Network Element specific information to form the control
instructions. This database known as the Entity Specific Information Database (ESIDB)
provides mappings between information supplied in the actions given by PDPs and the
specific information relevant to the Network Element. Further, the Translator must be
aware of the way information is stored in the ESIDB and be also aware of what
components of a PDP message need to be converted. In the following are the actions
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that a Translator takes in the case of an example where a Local PDF informs the PEP of
a user device (such as a Laptop) to perform a handover to WLAN from the currently
used network interface.

1. PDP sends the action “MOVE WLAN” to PEP
2. Translator requests mapping for “MOVE” from ESIDB
3. ESIDB replies with “OPCODE=l”
4. Translator requests mapping for “WLAN” from ESIDB
5. ESIDB replies with “IFC=eth07”

The ESIDB is a searchable mapping database that holds key value pairs. The format of
the ESIDB may look as shown in Table 4. This figure also shows some possible
examples of an ESIDB of a user device.

Table 4 - ESIDB Mappings

Key

Internal Code

Value

MOVE

OPCODE

1

DROP

OPCODE

2

WLAN

IFC

eth07

LTE

IFC

eth02

The Executor is the component that manages the interaction with the protocol stack
parts related to mobility management. The input to the Executor is the translated
information provided by the Translator. The Executor maintains a channel to the
protocol stack of the Network Element through an interface (Mobility Management
Layer Interface). This interface provides a set of functions to control the mobility
protocol used in a given environment. The channel here may be realized through a Unix
socket or a TCP/IP socket. The Executor opens this socket and maintains the
connectivity so that the action requests of the Translator can be sent at any time to the
protocol stack parts. Further, this channel also expects the success or failure of the
execution of the actions, which will be passed back to the PDP.
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3.12. Protocols
The NetCAPE architecture uses a number of protocols tonunicate information
between the different components. These communication ines utilize 2 types of
information exchange means.

Direct communications - This type refers to the communic; that occurs between
components over an Application Programming Interface

or an Inter-process

Communication (IPC) interface. An example is the func:alls that the Policy
Management Tool will call in the Policy Repository to place ifmed policies.

IP Communications - This type is based on a set of standai protocols defined by
the IETF. An example is the use of SNMP [lO] that is us the PDP to retrieve
policy information from the Policy Repository.

The direct communication means is considered as contextuaie different interfaces
in which they are used. As an example, the Policy Rory and the Policy
Management Tool may use a set of API functions that are e a specific vendor’s
implementation of these 2 components. Hence, direct coiications will not be
discussed further. The second type of means (IP Communiis) will be elaborated
more providing the specific details of the interfaces. The Fi^ shows the different
protocols used in NetCAPE for different interfaces.
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Figure 29 - Protocols used in NetCAPE

NetCAPE uses 2 types of protocols in its interfaces. They are the SNMP and the COPS
protocols.

Among others, SNMP has 2 modes of operation for exchanging information. The
request-response mode and the trigger based mode. The components of NetCAPE use
these 2 modes to retrieve information as well as to be notified when information have
changed. COPS is a request-response type protocol used in policy based systems to
request and transmit policy decisions between PEPs and PDPs. A PDP opens a socket
with a PDP and request for decisions. The PDP makes decisions and informs the PEP
through this socket. The following sections describe how these protocols are used in the
different NetCAPE interfaces.

3.12.1.

Context Information Update

Context information update refers to the communication link that exists between the
Metering Point and the Context Repository to update the repository with context
information. This interface is realized using the SNMP protocol. In SNMP terminology,
the Context Repository acts as Network Management System (NMS) while the
Metering Point acts as an Agent. With this configuration, the Metering Point sends
information to the Conte.xt Repository using the TRAP message type of SNMP.
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These TRAP messages carry string type objects tit hold complete Extensible Markup
Language (XML) data containing the context infonation that need to be updated.

3.12.2.

Policy Re-evaluation Triger

Policy re-evaluation trigger is the communicationnk between Context Repository and
the PDP which is used by the Context Repositc/ to trigger the PDP to re-evaluate
policies. SNMP is used in this communication anche PDP is the NMS. This is a TRAP
type message. The Context Repository generes these messages when context
information gets updated in the repository. The c-itext information hierarchy provides
the names of the policy that needs to be re-evalued. The message is sent as a SNMP
string object containing an XML [23] message.

3.12.3.

Context Information Retnval

Context information retrieval is communication \k that exist between the PDP and the
Context Repository to retrieve context inforntion. The PDP retrieves context
information when it initiates a policy re-evaluton. SNMP is used to realize this
interaction where PDP acts as the NMS. The PP sends a GET-REQUEST message
stating the context information required and th Context Repository sends a GETRESPONSE with the information included. In botof these messages, string objects are
passed that carries separate XML messages, one.ir the request and the other for the
response.

3.12.4.

Policy Retrieval

Policy retrieval is a communication link betweerhe PDP and the Policy Repository.
This link is used by the PDP to retrieve policies hen the Context Repository triggers
for a policy re-evaluation. This link uses SNMP toommunicate and the PDP acts as the
NMS. The PDP sends a GET-REQUEST carryinthe identifier of the policy to which
the Policy Repository sends a GET-RESPONSE iduding the policy. In both directions
string objects are sent and both carry XML messa^s.
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3.13. Deployment Possibilities
This work identifies a number of deployment possibilities for the different components
of the NetCAPE architecture. Due the modularity of the architecture, the different
components can either be located in the network or the user device or distributed to
both. There are 3 deployment possibilities based on where the PDFs are located.

•

Pure user centric NetCAPE

•

Pure network centric NetCAPE

•

Cascaded deployment of NetCAPE

The pure user centric deployment refers to the scenario where all mobility management
decisions are performed based on user policies. In this scenario, the network
components of NetCAPE simply assist the user policies make decisions. In a pure
network centric deployment, the network is in full control of the mobility management
environment. This means that the network based policies are enforced on the network
based components of NetCAPE as well as on the user device.

The third deployment possibility is the cascading of decision making where PDFs are
located in the network as well as the user device. Figure 30 shows a very simple
cascaded scenario where decisions are made in the network and a number of sub choices
are provided to the user device. The user device then can make its own decisions based
on the choices given by the network.
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Figure 30 - Simple Cascaded Deployment Scenario
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4. Implementation Architecture and Testing
The NetCAPE architecture defined in the previous chapter as part of this thesis work
was implemented to check its performance. This chapter details the operations of each
component of NetCAPE that is implemented providing the sequence of actions
performed and the different definitions of the information used for storage and
messaging. The last section of this chapter is a description of the adopted testing
methodology.

The implementation utilizes a Mobile IP based environment that is controlled by
NetCAPE to make handovers at the appropriate times. It was developed using the Java
language [24] considering the ease of development and its portability across different
computing platforms. The Eclipse [25] integrated development environment was used to
build the software. Figure 3 1 shows the components of the implementation.

T— .—I

«executable»
Policy Decision Point

1..*
1..*
1..*
«executable»
Context Repository

«executable»
Policy Repository

1..*

«executable»
UE Meter

«executable»
UE PEP

Developed components

1
«executable»
LINE

«library»
NetCAPE Common (used by all)

«executable»

Existing components

Figure 31 - Implemented Components
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The NetCAPE components are the software parts that were implemented while the
others are standard software used by NetCAPE to enable the policy based mobility
management environment.

The components which were developed are a sub-set of the overall NetCAPE
architecture described previously. The UE based components, UE Meter and the UE
PEP must reside on the UE together with EINE and Mobile IP client. The rest of the
components can reside either in the network or on the UE. For messaging between the
components shown in Figure 31, the implementation utilizes reliable communication
means realized through TCP sockets [12]. These sockets are used to send XML based
messages. The Figure 32 shows the overall interactions that occur between the different
components of NetCAPE.

Figure 32 - Overall Component Interaction in the Implementation
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The focus of control in the implementation is the UE. The UE is instructed to make
handovers based on the decisions made by the PDF. The implementation uses NLQ and
the current network interface being used as context information. This information is
extracted, processed and forwarded by the UE based Metering Point to the Context
Repository. Based on the context information definitions, the Context Repository
triggers the POP to re-evaluate policies. The POP retrieves the policies, retrieves the
associated context information and finally makes the decisions. These decisions are
transmitted over to the PEP to be enforced at the UE.

4.1.

Metering Point

The Metering Point is responsible for extracting, processing and forwarding context
information from the user device. The implementation extracts context information
from 2 sources. These are,

•

Link layer - Obtains the NLQ values related to each of the attached network
interfaces

•

Mobility layer - Obtains the current network interface in use at the MIPv6 layer

The LINE module provides link layer information and the MlPv6 implementation
provides the mobility layer information. The sequence diagram of the Metering Point is
shown in Figure 33.
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LINE Context info Listener

LINE Meter

MIP Context info Listenei

MIP Meter

Context msg from LINE

Current & past LINE context info

New hysteretic values

New LINE context info
Update context info

Update success

Context msg from MIP

New MIP context info
Update context info

Update success
Updatie success

Figure 33 - Sequence Diagram of the UE based Metering Point

The activities of the Metering Point are always triggered by the receipt of context
information from the interfaces to the protocol stack. In the implementation, interfaces
to the link layer and the mobility layer are made through LINE and the MIPv6,
respectively. The Metering Point processes 3 types of messages (see Appendix A and
Appendix B for sample messages).
•

LINE Context Information message - Message sent by LINE providing context
information of network interfaces

•

MIPv6 Context Information message - Message sent by MIPv6 implementation
with context information

The link layer information received from LINE is sent every time the NLQ is changed.
In addition to NLQ, LINE also provides some network interface specific information
such as the Received Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI) for UMTS/HSDPA interfaces.
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The NLQ values changes very frequently as it is based on the signal quality of the
network interface. This information is run through a hystersis mechanism to iron out
temporary fluctuations. The implementation utilizes 3 of the algorithms specified
previously. They are as follows.
•

Current Time-based hysteresis (section 3.5.6.1)

•

Weighted Average-based hysteresis (section 3.5.6.3)

•

Simple Moving Average-based hysteresis (section 3.5.6.4)

Through the hysteresis process, the Metering Point creates a Hysteretic NLQ (HNLQ)
values.

The mobility layer information from MIPv6 is sent every time the use of network
interfaces changes. The possible values are use or dropping the use of a network
interface. Unlike the information received from LINE, this information is sent
immediately to the Context Repository. There is no hysteresis process activated for this
information.

4.2.

Context Repository

The Context Repository is tasked with storing and serving context information to the
PDPs that need them. The implementation loads the static information related to each of
the context items held by the repository. There are 2 types of static information related
to context items.
•

Definitions of context information

•

Static context information values

Definitions are the meta data related to a context item. An example is the identification
of a context item. The context item for HNLQ value for a HSDPA device connected to a
laptop of a customer in a mobile operator’s network may be identified as.

A231461.laptop.hsdpa.hnlq

The values for context information are usually supplied by the Metering Points. But
there are certain information types that are static. An example is the unique identifier
assigned to a user device.
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A231461.laptop.hsdpa.id

The above mentioned static information is defined and loaded in the implementation
through a XML file. The implementation has identified a definition mechanism that is
able to represent the different types of meta information related to context information.
It introduces new XML elements and attributes to represent meta information. The
Figure 34 shows the elements and the attributes that are used in defining the different
context information.

<?xml version="1.0" ?>
<root id type location deso
<group id type desc location reportmode reportfreq policy>
<item id type dtype value desc/>
</group>
</root>

Figure 34 - XML Definitions of the Context Repository

There are 3 elements that are used to define context information. The root element
defines the information related to the context repository. The group element allows the
definition of a collection of context information items that may also include other group
elements. The item element is used to define context inform.ation items. The former 2
elements always contain static information while the item element may be static or
dynamic.

The id attribute in all the elements is to identify the element in a unique manner. The
type attribute identifies the classification of the information stored with the elements.
This is required for subsequent processing. The type attribute may have the following
classifications.
•

repository - identifies the repository

•

static-item - identifies a context information item whose value is static

•

dynamic-item - identifies a context information item whose value changes
regularly

•

dynamic-list - identifies a context information group, whose value/values
changes regularly

•

static-list - identifies a context information group whose value is static
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The location attribute specifies the location from which the context information can be
retrieved. It is always an IPv6 address or a Domain Name Service (DNS) name of an
IPv6 address. The desc attribute is a description given to the element. The attribute
reportmode is used to identify how the context information is received by the
repository. It may be event based or polling based. If the reportmode is polling based,
then a frequency in micro-seconds is given using reportfreq attribute. The policy
attribute identifies the policy that is triggered for re-evaluation in the PDP due to a
change in the context information.

The attribute dtype specifies the data type of the context information item. For the
implementation, only numeric and string data are considered. The value attribute holds
the current value of the context information item. This attribute is used to specify static
values as well as the initial values of dynamic context information items. See Appendix
B for a sample XML file and configuration file used in running the Context Repository.

There are 2 independent types of activities performed by the Context Repository as
depicted in Figure 35. The first is to update context information when received by the
Metering Points and trigger relevant PDPs to re-evaluate policies. This is shown in the
upper part of the sequence diagram. The second activity is to serve context information
retrieval requests sent by PDPs, which is shown in the lower part of the diagram.
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Figure 35 - Sequence Diagram of the Context Repository

To upciate the context information when receivetd from the Metering Point, a search is
done in the repository. The search function goes through the context information
hierarchy to retrieve the context information object based on the context identifier sent
by the Metering Point. Once updated, another search is done in the hierarchy to obtain
the most relevant policy identifier to trigger the PDP. The most relevant policy identifier
is the policy identifier that is specified in the highest level of the branch that was
affected due to the update of the context information.

The Context Repository handles 4 types of messages. They are sent over TCP sockets
[12] using a XML based syntax (see Appendix B for sample messages). These messages
are,
•

Context Update message - Message sent by Metering Points with details of the
context information to update
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•

Policy Trigger message - Message sent by the Context Repository with the
policy identifier to trigger a policy re-evaluation

•

Context Info Request message - Message sent by the PDP to retrieve context
information

•

Context Info Message - Message sent to the PDP containing context information
in response to a Context Info Request message

4.3.

Policy Repository

The Policy Repository stores the policies that are used in making policy decisions in
NetCAPE. In the implementation, the policies are loaded to the repository' through a
XML based definition mechanism. The Figure 36 shows the XML elements and their
attributes of the policy definitions in the Policy Repository.

<?xml version="l.0" ?>
<root id type location desc>
<condition id Ivariable operator rvariable/>
<action id instruction/>
<group id scope desO
<rule id priority desc>
<inclnde type id/>
</rule>
</group>
</root>

Figure 36 - XML deFinitions of the Policy Repository

There are 6 types of elements that are used to define policies. The root element
identifies the repository. The condition element identifies a single re-usable condition
specification that provides information about a condition statement that is evaluated by
an “if’ statement. The action element similarly, identifies a re-usable action that is to be
performed when a rule becomes true. The action specifies the “then” part of an “if’
statement. Definitions done using both of these elements are re-usable as they can be
used in multiple rules. The group element identifies a single policy that will be
evaluated by PDPs. A rule element is used to specify a single rule within a policy. The
include element specifies a condition or an action that is associated with a rule. A rule
can have multiple include elements, each referring to a condition or action.
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The id attribute is used to uniquely identify each of the elements within which they are
used. The type attribute in the root element indicates the repository. The location
attribute identifies IPv6 address or the DNS name of the IPv6 address of location of the
repository. The attribute desc in elements provide a description of the element.

The Ivariable and rvariable attributes in the condition element defines the left and right
values of the conditional operator of a condition. These attributes can have 2 types of
values. The first is an identifier of a context information item. The second is a constant
value. If a constant is used, the value must be prefixed by

sign. The operator

attribute is the logical operator used in the condition. The implementation has the
following logical operators; equal, less, greater, less-equal, greater-equal and notequal.

The instruction attribute in the action element specifies a single or multiple set of
actions that must be taken by the PEP when a rule is evaluated to true. These
instructions are only understood by the PEPs located in different network elements. In
the implementation it is the PEP in the user device.

The scope attribute in the group identifies the area in the Context Repository to which
the policy applies. This value is simply used to suffix the Ivariable and the rvariable
attributes of a condition when they refer to context information ids. The scope variable
is there to shorten the long context information ids as conditions policy conditions may
be based on context information in certain areas of the Context Repository.

The priority attribute defines the priority assigned to a rule. The priority is the sequence
in which the rules are evaluated at the PDP. The type attribute in the include element is
used to specify whether the included entry is a condition or an action. Appendix C
provides a sample XML files that defines policies.
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Policy info Request Listener
Policy info request

Figure 37 - Sequence Diagram of the Policy Repository

The main activity of the Policy Repository is to listen to incoming policy requests from
the PDP, retrieve from its repository and transmit (Figure 37). It uses TCP sockets [12]
to communicate with the PDP over XML based messages. There are 2 messages that are
processed by the Policy Repository (see Appendix C for sample messages).
•

Policy Request message - Message sent by the PDP requesting for the details of
a policy, identified by the Policy ID.

•

Policy message - Message sent to the PDP as a response for a policy request

The implementation of the Policy Repository follows the lETF/DMTF [08] policy
model as specified in the NetCAPE architecture. The lETF/DMTF model states that the
relationship between rules and conditions may be a set of ANDed ORs or a set of ORed
ANDs. The implementation uses a ORed ANDs relationship. This is as follows.
•

Relationship between conditions - AND

•

Relation between rules - OR

4.4.

Policy Decision Point

The PDP is tasked with making decisions based on the policies that require
re/evaluation. The sequence of activities of the PDP is depicted in Figure 38.
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In the implementation, the PDP always gets triggered due to the triggering that is
initiated by the Context Repository. The Context Repository does this due to changes in
context information. The Policy ID that comes with the trigger is used to retrieve the
relevant policy. A policy definition, as seen in section 4.3 contains references to context
information. Therefore, the next task when re-evaluating policies is to retrieve the
current context information referred to in the conditions of the policies. The policies are
then evaluated and the actions associated with the rules are informed to the PEP.

As mentioned before, the implementation is based on the lETF/DMTF policy
framework and hence uses the simple “if-then-else” mechanism to evaluate policies.
The Figure 39 shows a simple policy that is related to making handover decisions under
a certain set of conditions in PDA of a user.
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<?xml version="l.0" ?>
<root id="repository" type="repository" location="3ffe:400:80a:ibO::3"
desc="Policy Repo">
<group id="g01" scope="repository.cdata.oust 1234" desc="HO Policy for PDA">
<rule id="r01" priority="01" desc="Move to WLAN when WLAN is good">
<condition id="cll" lvariable="acc01.sub" operator="equal" rvariable="@silver"/>
<condition id="cl2" lvariable="dev-use" operator="equal" rvariable="@pda"/>
<condition id="cl3" lvariable="pda.ndev-use" operator="equal" rvariable="@hsdpa"/>
<condition id="cl4" lvariable="pda.wlan.hnlq" operator="greater-equal"
rvariable="@ 60"/>
<action id="a01" instruction="use wlan"/>
<action id="a02" instruction="drop hsdpa"/>
</rule>
</group>
</root>

Figure 39 - Sample NetCAPE Policy

This policy has a single rule which consist of a set of conditions when evaluated to true
will initiate a set of actions. If written in pseudo-code, this policy would look as in
Figure 40.

if repository.cdata.custl234.accOl.sub == "silver"
and repository.cdata.custl234.dev-use == "pda"
and repository.cdata.custl234.pda.ndev-use == "hsdpa'
and repository.cdata.custl234.pda.wlan.hnlq >= 60
then
enforce("use wlan")
enforce("drop hsdpa")
endif

Figure 40 - Simple Policy in Pseudo-code

Defining policies for handover decisions must take in to account different aspects. One
such aspect is what is called the ping-pong-effect of handovers. This effect comes into
play when the handovers are based on fluctuating parameters such as SNR. The problem
is simply where handovers occur back and forth due to the use of a threshold for
handovers. When the current parameter value hovers around the threshold, the system
may perform handovers one after the other. To avoid this, we could use a dual threshold
mechanism as shown in Figure 41. The general idea here is for a network interface to be
used when a certain upper threshold is used and to drop the use when certain lower
threshold is used.
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Figure 41 - Dual Threshold mechanism to avoid Ping-Pong Effect

This mechanism will prevent the possibility of back and forth handovers that will
degrade overall performance of the user device. Figure 42 shows a policy that
considered this aspect.

<?xmi version="1.0" ?>
<root id="repository" type="repository" location="3ffe:400:80a:IbO::3"
desc="Policy Repo">
<group id="g01" scope=^"repository.cdata.oust 1234" desc="HO Policy for PDA">
<rule id="r01" priority="01" desc="Move to WLAN when WLAN is good">
<condition id ="cll" lvariable="acc01. sub" operator=="equal" rvariable--"@silver"/>
<condition id="cl2" lvariable="dev-use" operator="equal" rvariable="@pda"/>
<condition id="cl3" lvariable="pda.ndev-use" operator="equal" rvariable="@hsdpa"/>
<condition id-"cl4" Ivariable="pda.wlan.hnlq" operator="greater-equal"
rvariable="@60"/>
<action id="a01" instruction="use wlan"/>
<action id-"a02" instruction^"drop hsdpa"/>
</rule>
<rule id="r02" priority="02" desc="Move to HSDPA when WLAN is bad">
<condition id="c21" lvariable="acc01.sub" operator="equal" rvariable="@silver"/>
<condition id="c22" lvariable="dev-use" operator="equal" rvariable="@pda"/>
<condition id="c23" lvariable="pda.ndev-use" operator="equal" rvariable="@wlan"/>
<condition id="c24" lvariable="pda.wlan.hnlq" operator="less-equal"
rvariable="@30"/>
<action id="a03" instruction="use hsdpa"/>
<action id="a04" instruction="drop wlan"/>
</rule>
</group>
</root>

Figure 42 - Policy to avoid Ping-Pong Effect
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This policy uses the HNLQ as the basis for making handovers. Since HNLQ is a highly
fluctuating parameter, an upper bound and a lower bound is specified in the rule “rOl”
and rule “r02”.

Another aspect to consider when formulating policies is the make-before-break effect
for handovers. To prevent or reduce packet losses, the policy actions must be made in
such a way that the currently used network interface is not dropped until the new
network interface is established. Such a formulation can be seen in Figure 42 where
WLAN attachment is initiated before the de-registering from the HSDPA when moving
to WLAN and vise-versa when moving to HSDPA.

The PDP uses TCP sockets [12] to communicate with the Context Repository, Policy
Repository and the PEP using XML based messages. There are x2 messages that are
processed by the PDP (see Appendix B, Appendix C and Appendix D for sample
messages).

•

Policy Trigger message - Message sent by the Context Repository requesting to
re-evaluate policies

•

Policy Request message - Message sent to Policy Repository requesting policy
details

•

Policy message - Message sent by the Policy Repository containing policy
details in response to a Policy Request message

•

Context Info Request message - Message sent to Context Repository to retrieve
context information

•

Context Info Message - Message by the Context Repository including context
information value/values in response to a Context Info Request message

•

Policy Enforcement message - Message sent to a PEP containing enforcement
instructions

4.5.

Policy Enforcement Point

The PEP located in the user device is tasked with effecting the decisions of the PDP.
The PDP sends a set of actions that it has identified after evaluating policies. These
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actions are then translated into commands that are understood by the MlPv6
implementation and sent to the MIPv6 implementation (Figure 43).

Policy Action Listener

MIP Policy Enforcer

Action Transmitter

Figure 43 - Sequence Diagram of the IJE based PEP

The action translation process is done using a database that holds key-value pars
corresponding to the different components that form an action. The implementation uses
a 2 column database as shown in Table 5.

Table 5 - Translation Mappings

Key

Value

use

USE

drop

DROP

wlan

eth3

hsdpa

tunO
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The PEP utilizes TCP sockets [12] to communicate with the PDP and the MlPv6
implementation. There are 2 messages that are processed by the PEP (see Appendix D
and Appendix E for sample messages).
•

Policy Enforcement message - Message received from the PDP containing
actions to be enforced

•

MlPv6 Control message - Message sent to the MlPv6 implementation to request
a change of the user of network interfaces

4.6.

Common Library

The NetCAPE implementation has a library that contains most of the common classes
used by all the other components. The following class groups are held in this library.

•

DMTF/IETF CIM related classes - Base and policy related classes of CIM that
form the basis for NetCAPE. These CIM classes are extended by policy and
context information related classes of NetCAPE

•

NetCAPE classes - Policy and context information related classes

•

Message classes - Classes that are able to process or create XML based
messages that used all over NetCAPE

•

Common Activity classes - Classes related to activity logging and simple helper
functionality

4.7.

Testing

The NetCAPE implementation was tested in 3 phases before its actual use in obtaining
performance results.
•

Unit Testing

•

Integration Testing

•

System Testing

The unit testing phase involved the testing of components independently. To test
independently, software emulators were used. All the components of the NetCAPE
implementation get triggered due to external events. Therefore, these emulators simply
generate events to trigger the unit tested components. They use text files to get their
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input. Figure 44 shows the components and the messaging when unit testing the
Metering Point. The emulators have the following general procedure.
1. Read data to be sent and the idle time from a text file (if end of file, EOF is
reached, re-open text file and start from the beginning)
2. Send the above data over a TCP socket to the unit tested software
3. Idle for the specified time
4. Repeat from step

The text file that contains the input to the emulator contains 2 parts. They are the data to
send and the idle time. The idle time is used to sleep for the given time after which the
next input is extracted from the text file. All the components had only one emulator.
The exception was the Metering Point where it had 2 emulators, the LINE emulator and
the MlPv6 emulator generating context information. The input file used for the LINE
emulator can be seen in Appendix F.

The internal workings of the unit tested component were checked by looking at the
activity logs that were created. This method had a number of limitations. Some of them
are.
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•

Inability to check the interaction between components. An example is the
retrieval of policies by the PDP due to a policy trigger sent by the Context
Repository emulator.

•

Certain code was never executed as they would not be reached due to errors that
occur before. These errors occur due to the code not being able to interact with
other external components. An example is the policy evaluation part in the PDP.
Policy evaluation will not be reached as the policy retrieval fails due to the non
existence of the Policy Repository.

A sample log generated when testing the Metering Point can be seen in Appendix F.

The integration testing phase involved the connecting of all the components together
with some components triggered through emulators. The purpose of this phase is to
check how the developed software components work together when interacting with
each other. The Figure 45 shows the integration testing setup.

Figure 45 - Integration Testing Setup

The main trigger of all the activities in NetCAPE is the change of context information.
By identifying and generating a sequence of context information changes, it is possible
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to know how the different components behave. As in unit testing, the main source of
behavioral investigations of NetCAPE is through the activity logs that each component
generate (see sample in Appendix F).

Through the integration tests, all code of all the components were made reachable. This
is done by inserting appropriate values in the text input files of the emulators. For
example, one of the tests that were done was to see how the hysteresis algorithm
behaves under rapid fluctuations of the NLQ values. This situation can come about
when the user is in a very interference prone environment or the user is mobile. To do
this test, the text input file to the LINE emulator was inserted with a sequence of NLQ
values that changes with a higher difference within short time frames.

The last testing phase is the system test where all NetCAPE software is run in a real
environment. This phase simply means the removal of emulators and the attachment of
LINE and the MIPv6 implementation. With this environment, NetCAPE performs
actual handovers between network attachments based on the policies defined. This
means that MIPv6 implementation, in response to NetCAPE requests, processes binding
updates and acknowledgments, establishing bindings with the HA.

With the system test, real user data is transmitted using packet generators that provide
some basic performance statistics. These performance statistics are UDP/TCP
throughput, packet losses, handover delays, etc.
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5. Results and Analysis
The NetCAPE components are put through their paces to determine its performance
against a non-NetCAPE based environment. This chapter details the different
performance results and the analysis of these results. The chapter starts with a scenario
whose main theme is mobility management in access networks using heterogeneous
network access technologies. This is followed by an analysis of results of performance
utilizing this scenario.

The results analyzed are hysteresis, UDP, TCP and RTT

performances.

5.1.

Mobility Scenario

A scenario that represents a real situation is identified to obtain performance results of
using NetCAPE to manage the mobility environment. This is compared against the
performance of the same scenario where no NetCAPE is present.

Dylan is a supervisor of a large factory complex that fabricates solar panels to be used
by households to save energy costs and reduce the dependence on carbon based energy
sources. The manufacturing process is separated into 3 parts where each part is located
in a separate building. The plastic sheeting required to hold the solar panels are built in
the production line of the first building. These are then transported to the second
building where the solar panels are fitted. These are then transported to the third
building to be quality controlled and packaged. Some areas of these buildings are
installed with WLAN connectivity. Dylan takes routine supervisory walks along the
production lines of the shop floors to discuss with production line supervisors on daily
problems. Dylan uses a wearable computer that is used to look at schedules, look at
user manuals of tools used in the production process, video conference with his boss on
current issues and take notes on discussions.

When discussing with production line supervisors, he would draw up schedules to
discuss delays and download user manuals to look into problems. Video conferencing
application carries audio and video streams. Since Dylan is mobile during these
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inspection tours, he connects to different netM^ork service providers over the different
networking interfaces attached to his wearable computer. He never experiences any
interruption of the services he is using at different times.

Based on the above scenario, the Table 6 shows the different technical details of this
environment.

Table 6 - Technical Details of Scenario

Technical Item

Details

User Device Description

Wearable computer with head mounted
display (with audio) and glove based
keyboard

Network Connectivity

Networking User Application

Transport Layer Protocols

Connectivity Pattern (Policy)

•

WLAN 802.1 lb

•

HSDPA

•

FTP to download files

•

H323 for adaptive video conferencing

•

TCP for FTP downloads

•

UDP for video conferencing

Connects to WLAN APs (hotspots) when
the WLAN signal quality is better and uses
FISDPA (wide-area coverage) at other
times

Mobility Management Environment

Uses N etc A PE

Mobility Management Protocol

Uses MIPv6

Mobility Decisions

•

User based

•

Network based

The Figure 46 shows the pattern of his movements and the policy on how his wearable
computer gets connected and stays connected.
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HSDPA Coverage Area

Figure 46 - Movement and Connectivity Pattern of User

5.2.

Evaluation Environment

The components of NetCAPE are setup in a mobility test-bed to test the performance of
with and without the use of NetCAPE. The NetCAPE implementation which is based on
MlPv6 is setup in a test-bed which contains all the components related to MIPv6. Refer
[06] [07] for detailed MlPv6 operations. Figure 47 shows the test-bed.
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The test-bed is configured to run MlPv6 in bi-directional tunnel mode. It consists of a
MN which is equipped with a WLAN and a HSDPA network interfaces. Both of the
interfaces are connected to a FR (Venus) that advertises 2 network prefixes one each for
the network interfaces of the MN (WLAN and HSDPA). HA services are provided by a
server residing in the home network (los) of the MN. The CN is the peer with which the
MN communicates.

The WLAN connection used by the MN is an 802.1 lb network interface. To serve this
interface, the FR (Venus) also hosts a WLAN access point. The HSDPA connection
used is a PCMCIA based commercial HSDPA connection by Vodafone. Since the
HSDPA connection provides only IPv4 connectivity, an additional IPv4-to-lPv6
transition tunnel needs to be established to obtain IPv6 connectivity. This tunnel,
realized through OpenVPN [27], also ends at the FR (Venus).

The performance of NetCAPE is checked through the use of packet generators that
mimic the behavior of different user applications. The packet generation tool, IPERF
[26] is used to generate UDP and TCP traffic streams. A UDP stream mimics a video
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conferencing application while the TCP stream mimics the download of a file over FTP.
The second packet generator used is the ping program that sends ICMP packets through
which a number of performance statistics are taken. The Table 7 shows a summary of
the attributes of traffic generated.

Table 7 - Attributes of Generated Traffic

Networking

Traffic

Application

Direction

Offered Load

Packet

Run Duration

Size

Protocol
UDP

MN destined

1 Mbits/sec

500 bytes

100 seconds

Determined by TCP

500 bytes

100 seconds

100

64 bytes

100 seconds

(downlink)
TCP

MN

destined

(TCP-ACK CN
destined)
ICMP (ping)

Bi-directional

millisecond

ping -5120 bits/sec
(one way; uplink or
downlink)

A modified version of the scenario described above (Section 5.1) is used in obtaining
the performance measurements on the test-bed. Table 8 shows the technical details
based on the modified scenario.

Technical Item

Details

User Device Description

Laptop

computer

equipped

with

2

PCMCIA slots running a Linux 2.6.16
kernel using MlPv6
Network Connectivity

Networking User Application

Applications
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•

WLAN 802.1 lb

•

HSDPA (over transition tunnels)

•

IPERF traffic generator

•

PING round trip measurer

•

FTP downloads (uses TCP)

•

Video conferencing (uses UDP)

•

PING

for

RTT/packet

loss

measurements (uses ICMP)
Connectivity Pattern (Policy)

•

Initially connected to WLAN hotspot

•

Moves

out

of

WLAN

hotspot

connecting to HSDPA
Mobility Management Environment

Mobility Management Protocol

•

With NetCAPE

•

Without NetCAPE

MIPv6

(uses

Network

Mobility

implementation, NEMO 0.2 [29])
Mobility Decisions

•

User device based

Mobility Enactment

•

WLAN signal attenuator

•

Real mobility

The focus of the performance evaluation is to determine the difference between using
NetCAPE for mobility management and not using NetCAPE. To determine
performance improvements (or degradations), the following performance indicators are
checked.

•

Handover delays

•

Packet loss during handovers

•

Throughput degradation at handover

One of the mechanisms used in NetCAPE for assisting the policy decision process is the
hysteresis maintained for context information. In the performance evaluations, the
different algorithms that were implemented are also checked to identify which is the
most suitable.

5.3.

Hysteresis Performance

The performances of 3 of the algorithms identified in the NetCAPE are evaluated to see
what algorithm works best. Following are these algorithms.

•

Current Time-based hysteresis (section 3.5.6.1)

•

Weighted Average-based hysteresis (section 3.5.6.3)
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•

Simple Moving Average-based hysteresis (section 3.5.6.4)

The main purpose of these algorithms is to smooth out any fluctuations so that mobility
decisions are not made unnecessarily. Figure 48 shows the performance of these 3
algorithms.

Figure 48 - Performance of Different Hysteresis Algorithms

This figure shows the output of the 3 algorithms to compute the Hysteretic NLQ for the
NLQ given by the link layer interface (LINE). The experiment was done for 400
seconds. A tunable attenuator was used to simulate the signal quality changes. The dial
of the attenuator was changed rapidly up and down while generally increasing or
decreasing the signal quality. The SNR curve represents this movement as the dial
movements on the attenuator is directly reflected in the SNR. SNR shows the spikes of
the signal quality. This is also reflected in the NLQ.

The figure shows that generally, the curves are smoother than the fluctuations displayed
by NLQ. The areas encircled with ellipses (a, b and c) are areas with different types of
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fluctuation patterns. These areas are zoomed in to get an exact view of how the
algorithm behaves and what algorithm appears to work best.

Pefornance of HNLQ Conputation Algorithns

Figure 49 - HNLQ Algorithm Performance with a Fluctuating Downward Trend (a)

The Figure 49 shows how the algorithms behave with a fluctuating downward trend.
This is the area (a) in Figure 48. All algorithms display a delayed responsiveness
compared to the actual NLQ curve. But none of them are as fluctuating as the NLQ
curve. Out of the 3 algorithms, the Weighted Average method appears to be the best
method since it has ironed out the fluctuations and also outputs closest values to the real
NLQ (as shown more clearly in Figure 50).
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Pefornance of KNLQ Conputation Rlgorithns

Figure 50 - Weighted Average Algorithm Performance with a Fluctuating Downward Trend (a)

Figure 51 shows the behavior of the algorithms when the NLQ fluctuates and has a
general upward trend (area c in Figure 48). Here too, the algorithms appear to smooth
out the fluctuations and the weighted average runs closest to the actual NLQ curve (as
further clarified by Figure 52).
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Figure 51 - HNLQ Algorithm Performance with a Fluctuating Upward Trend (c)

Pefornance of HNLQ Conputation Rlgorithns

Tine (sec)

Figure 52 - Weighted Average Algorithm Performance with a Fluctuating Upward Trend (c)
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Pefornance of HNLQ Conputation Rlgorithns

Tine (sec)

Figure 53 - Algorithm Performance with a Fluctuating Peak (b)

Figure 53 shows how the algorithms behave when the NLQ reaches a peak (area b in
Figure 48). Again, the algorithms clearly smoothes out the fluctuations and weighted
average method works better than the others (as seen more clearly in Figure 54).
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Pefor^ance of HNLQ Conputation Rlgorithns

Tine (sec)

Figure 54 - Weighted Average Algorithm Performance with a Fluctuating Peak (b)

Since the weighted average method appears to work better, the weights assigned in the
computation are analyzed to see what ratio works better. Figure 55 shows the
performance of the weighted average method with 3 different weight ratios. The curves
show that a higher weight (0.4 in Figure 55) for the current NLQ value makes the
HNLQ value more responsive but carries the fluctuations of the NLQ. A lower value
(0.2 in Figure 55) makes the curve smoother, but responsiveness is very low. A
somewhat middle ground is found by using a weight of 0.3 for the NLQ
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Pefornance of KNLO Conputation fllgorithns

Figure 55 - Weighted Average Algorithm Performance with Different Weight Ratios

As mentioned previously experiments uses a signal attenuator to enact mobility. The
same experiment is done using real mobility where the mobile device is taken away
from the WLAN access point, there by triggering a handover. Figure 56 shows the
behavior of the algorithms with real mobility.
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Pefornance of HNLQ Conputation fllgorithns (real nobility)

Tine (sec)

Figure 56 - HNLQ Algorithm Performance with a Downward Trend (real mobility)

Unlike when attenuating, the SNR in this experiment was much lesser due to the
connectivity over the air that influenced by interferences from the environment. But the
uniform scale used by LINE is adjusted according to the new SNR situation [16]. Here
too, the Weighted Average hysteresis works best compared to the others.

When considering the performance of the overall mobility management environment,
the use of algorithms to smooth out the context information value fluctuations is one of
the key performance improvers of NetCAPE unlike PROTON [02]. With PROTON,
since context information is not run through hystereses, loads of decisions are bound to
be made even when there are slight fluctuations. Further, since the concept of thresholds
is not considered in PROTON, the policy decision making process may be affected in
the same manner.

5.4.

Application Performance

The networking applications that a user executes while a handover is in progress are
affected by the degradation of throughput and packet losses. NetCAPE allows the
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definition of proactive policies that make decisions well before the throughput begins to
degrade. This aspect is measured by using a packet generator and the ping command.

With these experiments, a tunable attenuator is used to gradually reduce the received
signal quality in the WLAN network interface. This results in a handover to the HSDPA
network interface. To compare the performance, all these results are taken with and
without using NetCAPE. The sequence of actions that take place before, during and
after a handover is listed in Table 9, contrasting between with and without the use of
NetCAPE. In the former case, the handover occurs due to the NetCAPE POP making
decisions based on policies while in the latter case, MIPv6 software decides to perform
a handover as the auto configured IPv6 address of the current network interface is lost.

Without NetCAPE, there is likely to be more packet losses compared to handovers
assisted by NetCAPE as the packet flow is degraded and completely halted due to the
signal quality degradation. With NetCAPE, signal quality degradation is allowed only
until a certain level where packets can still be transmitted without drops.

Without NetCAPE

With NetCAPE

1) WLAN received signal quality degrades

1) WLAN received signal quality degrades
2) Reaches a certain level of signal quality

3) Reaches 0 level signal quality
4) Data packet flow interruption
5)

Since

the

next

routine

router

advertisement (RA) is not received, looses
IPv6 address on WLAN interface
6)

Decides

to

perform

handover to 6)

HSDPA

Decides

to

perform

handover

HSDPA
7) Data packet flow interruption

8) Sends registration Binding Update (BU)

8) Sends registration BU over HSDPA

over HSDPA
9)

Gets

registration

Binding

9) Gets registration BA over HSDPA

Acknowledgement (BA) over HSDPA
10) Data packet flow resumption

10) Data packet flow resumption
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to

5.4.1.

UDP Performance

A UDP 1000 Kbits/sec stream was originated from a CN to the MN for a time of 100
seconds. During these 100 seconds a handover is done from WLAN to HSDPA. Figure
57 shows the throughput graph when a user device operates without any assistance from
NetCAPE. Before the handover to the HSDPA, a degradation of throughput is visible.
The throughput degradation increases as the dial of the attenuator is turned to block the
signal quality of WLAN, more and more. This degradation will go to a level where the
no packets are received over the WLAN network interface. But still, the MIPv6
implementation does not move to a different network interface as the WLAN interface
continues to have the auto-configured IPv6 address (i.e CoA). When the lifetime
assigned to the auto-configured IPv6 address expires (due to not hearing RAs), the
MIPv6 implementation will initiating the binding update process over the HSDPA
network interface.
UOP Perfornance uithout NetCflPE (inbits/sec offered load)

Figure 57 - UDP Performance without NetCAPE

Until the completion of the binding update process (i.e. send BU and receive BA), there
is likely to have a zero throughput period for the applications (as seen in Figure 57). A
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zero throughput period means the loss of packets sent by the CN. A packet loss of 1312
packets (from 25001) is seen in this experiment (5.3%).

Figure 58 shows a zoomed view of the time period in which the handover occurred.

UDP Perfornance without NetCHPE (IHbits/sec offered load)

Figure 58 - UDP Performance without NetCAPE (zoomed on handover)

The same behavior is experienced in the case where the user device is moved away
from the WLAN access point to initiate handovers, rather than using the signal
attenuator. This is shown in Figure 59 and Figure 60.
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UDP Perfornance uithout NetCflPE <lt1bits/sec offered load, real nobility)

Figure 59 - UDP Performance without NetCAPE (real mobility)

As seen in Figure 59, the degradation of throughput is much more evident due to the
signal quality fluctuations experienced by the WLAN network interface.
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UDP Perfornance without HetCRPE (IMbits/sec offered load, real nobility)

Figure 60 - IIDP Performance without NetCAPE (real mobility, zoomed on handover)

Figure 61 shows the performance of UDP traffic when the handover process is assisted
by NetCAPE. The handover policy defined in NetCAPE does not allow the throughput
to degrade to unacceptable levels initiating the handover before. The graph shows that
the WLAN throughput curve ends abruptly without any downward slant (like in Figure
57) and continues after the binding process over HSDPA. The packet loss reported for
this experiment is 30 (from 25001) packets (0.12%). Ideally, no packet loss should
occur due to the handover decision being made earlier. But this is due to the way the
MIPv6 implementation is controlled. This implementation allows only the possibility
for a “break-before-make” handover. This means that first, the MIPv6 connectivity
through WLAN is dropped and then the connectivity over HSDPA is established.
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UDP Performance uith HetCflPE <lMbits/sec offered load>

Figure 61 - UDP Performance with NetCAPE

Figure 62 shows a zoomed view of the handover area.
UDP Performance uith HetCBPE <lHbits/sec offered load)

Figure 62 - UDP Performance with NetCAPE (zoomed on handover)
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The Figure 63 and Figure 64 shows the behavior when handovers occur with real
mobility under NetCAPE assistance. This too, shows a similar behavior as in the case of
handovers with signal attenuation.

UDP Perfornance with NetCflPE (IHbits/sec offered load, real nobility)

20

40

60

88

108

Tine (sec)

Figure 63 - DDP Performance with NetCAPE (real mobility)
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128

UDF Ferfor«ance with NetCfiPE (IMbits/sec offered load, real nobility)

Figure 64 - UDP Performance with NetCAPE (real mobility, zoomed on handover)

5.4.2.

TCP Performance

To test the performance of TCP based application such as FTP, a TCP stream is sent to
the MN from the CN. While this stream is active, a handover from WLAN to HSDPA is
forced using the tunable attenuator.

Figure 65 shows how the throughput behaves when no assistance is available from
NetCAPE.
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TCP Performance uithout NetCHPE

Figure 65 - TCP Performance without NetCAPE

Same behavior by MlPv6 is seen in this case loo. The MIPv6 implementation will wait
until the auto-contlgured address is lost from the WLAN network interface, to initiate
the handover. This will result (as seen from the angled downward curve of WLAN) in
degraded throughput for the user application.
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75
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Figure 66 - TCP Performance with NetCAPE

Figure 66 shows the throughput behavior when handovers are assisted by NetCAPE.
Due to the “break-bcfore-makc” sequence in the binding process, a degradation of
throughput occurs as seen by the graph. But, the duration is comparatively smaller than
the duration seen in Figure 65.

The fluctuations of throughput seen in the graph are due to the TCP mechanisms that
get activated when delays occur in wireless links.

5.4.3.

ICMP (Ping) Performance

The ping command sends ICMP echo requests and for each of these requests, an echo
ICMP reply is received. In this experiment, the ping command was run for 100 seconds
with the interval set to 100 milliseconds.
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Ping Perfornance without MetCHPF

Figure 67 - Ping Performance without NetCAPE

Figure 67 shows how the ping command behaved when run with the mobility
environment not assisted by NetCAPE. Every echo request is identified by a sequence
number for which a corresponding echo reply is sent. The figure shows the replies that
were received for the requests sent. The circled area is where a number of echo replies
are lost due to the link quality degradation and the handover. In this experiment, only
980 replies are received for the 1000 requests sent (2% loss).

The Figure 68 shows the packet loss when mobility environment is run with NetCAPE
assistance. The circled area is the location of handover. From the 1000 echo requests
sent, only 2 packets are lost (0.2% loss). This means that packet losses occurred for 200
milliseconds. A computation of time taken for the binding update process over the
HSDPA network interface shows a duration of 142 milliseconds.
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Ping Perfornance uith NetCRPE

Figure 68 - Ping Performance with NetCAPE

5.4.4.

Summary of Multiple Runs

The above mentioned experiments were done for a number of times to check the
consistency of the results. The main indicator of consistency is considered as being the
packet loss experienced when making a handover. This is only possible with UDP
traffic and with the ping (ICMP) application. Table 10 and Table 11 show a summary of
these multiple experiments.

Run
er
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Table 10 - UDP Packet Loss Statistics
Without NetCAPE (UDP)
With NetCAPE (UDP)
Lost
Lost
Total
Lost
Lost
Total
Packets
%
Packets
Packets
%
Packets
5.6
1394
0.12
25001
29
25001
5.4
1356
25001
0.1
25
25001
967
3.9
0.22
25001
55
25001
6.8
1708
0.12
25001
30
25001
6.1
1518
25001
0.092
23
25001
4.7
1171
25001
0.11
27
25001
13.0
3222
25001
0.092
23
25001
24.0
5935
25001
0.1
26
25001
5214
21.0
25001
27
0.11
25001
1617
6.5
25001
0.1
26
25001
2.7
675
25001
0.096
24
25001
1321
5.3
0.12
25001
35
25001
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13

25001

27

0.11

25001

874

3.5
8.346154
6.779825

0.114615
0.03325

Mean
Std. Dev

It is evident from these tables that the handovers assisted by NetCAPE performs better
by reducing the number of packets lost. With NetCAPE, both tables show that the losses
are consistent for all the runs as seen by the standard deviations computed. Handovers
without any NetCAPE assistance shows an inconsistent higher packet loss rate as shown
by the standard deviation. As explained before, this is due to the time it takes for MIPv6
to come to know that the current network interface being used is unusable. This occurs
due to the non-hearing of the router advertisements for a period beyond the router
advertisement interval.

Table 11 - Ping (ICMP) Packet Loss Statistics

Run
Number

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
Mean
Std. Dev

With NetCAPE (ICMP)
Lost
Lost
Total
%
Packets
Packets

1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000

2
1
1
2
2
1
2
1
1
2
1
2
2

0.2
0.1
0.1
0.2
0.2
0.1
0.2
0.1
0.1
0.2
0.1
0.2
0.2
0.153846
0.051887

Without NetCAPE (ICMP)
Lost
Lost
Total
%
Packets
Packets

1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000

29
27
45
18
65
11
18
33
27
67
12
20
22

2.9
2.7
4.5
1.8
6.5
1.1
1.8
3.3
2.7
6.7
1.2
2.0
2.2
3.030769
1.821805

The packet loss experienced by the PING command is an indication of the handover
delay. In the cast of NetCAPE assisted handovers, the mean handover delay is 150
milliseconds (i.e. 1.5 * 100). This is due to the mean loss of 1.5 packets during the
PING application which is run with 100 millisecond intervals. Similarly, when no
NetCAPE assistance is present, the handover delay is 3000 milliseconds (30 * 100).
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6. Conclusion
The work in this thesis focused on defining, developing and evaluating a policy based
mobility management architecture for modern mobile devices capable of having
connectivity to heterogeneous access networks. This architecture, called NetCAPE
consists of a number of components that work together to control the mobility
management protocols. With NetCAPE efficient mobility management decisions are
made that benefit users and the operators of mobile networks.

The PDPs in NetCAPE makes decisions based on the policies defined in the policy
repository. These policies can be regulatory, network operator or user policies. The
rules defined in policies refer to context information of the whole networking
environment. Context information is built by the metering points attached to different
network elements in the environment. Metering points have interfaces to the protocol
stacks of the network elements to extract context information. Once the decisions are
made by the PDPs, they are sent over to the different PEPs to enforce on the network
elements being controlled.

Parts of the NetCAPE architecture were developed using the Java and C languages and
installed in a mobility test-bed which uses MlPv6 as the underlying mobility protocol.
A number of experiments were performed to see how NetCAPE assisted environments
perform against a plain (non-NetCAPE assisted) environment.

The policies that were defined in these experiments related to performing handovers at
the appropriate time before link quality degradations affect the throughput and
continuity of the user applications. These policies utilize a number of context
information that is supplied by the meters present in the user device to make decisions.
The policies defined took into consideration the avoidance of the ping-pong effect of
handovers that may occur when link quality is used as a basis for handovers. Hysteresis
mechanisms were used to iron out link quality fluctuations that may be temporary.

The results from the experiments show that with NetCAPE, handovers are performed
well before the link quality affects throughput. This improves application performance
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in terms of reduced packet losses and thereby avoiding the possibility of connection
terminations. Further, ping-pong effects of handovers are also avoided.

6.1.

Outlook for the Future

There are a number of areas which can be considered as requiring improvements or
enhancements. These are in the areas of concept definition, implementation and
validation.

The concept needs further elaboration. In environments where NetCAPE components
are cascaded, operations and interfaces must be further defined. An example is the use
of network based PDFs and local PDFs in an environment. The processes related to how
the local PDFs should make decisions taking into consideration the decisions already
made by the network based PDFs. It may not be sufficient to use only the mechanisms
adopted by lETF/DMTF policy framework.

The implementation is limited in terms of the functionality described by the NetCAPE
architecture. An example is the use of simple TCP socket based messaging instead of
the messaging architectures proposed (such as SNMP). These messaging architectures
consider many aspects such as error handling that is not considered in the simple socket
based method used in the implementation.

The validation of the NetCAPE concept focuses only on the aspects of throughput
degradation and handover times. But, further experiments can be done in the areas of
performance gains in using different policies. In the implementation, all policies are
based on the signal quality of a user device. But, this is a very limited focus. In mobile
operator based networks, the focus is usually groups of users and the policies must
consider categories of users rather than individual users.

In any mobility management environment, there are messages going back and forth
which are related to controlling the environment. NetCAPE is no exception. Since
messaging too would consume the bandwidth available for users, an evaluation should
be done to quantify the overheads and compare it to the user’s useful data
communications.
0
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